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INTRODUCTION  INTRODUCTION

It is that time of year again – the 
2019 Bett Show is just around 
the corner. The global edtech 

community will be coming to Excel 
in London to celebrate technology 
and innovation in education.

The essence of community 
is discussion, exchange and 
interaction. In order to offer the best 
experience, a trade show shouldn’t 
just be about trade and transaction. 
Teachers, school leaders, academics, 
innovators and policy-makers 
get the best of their time together 
when dialogue and exchange helps 
everyone to work better in order to 
help technology unlock the potential 
of all learners.

This year the show is focused 
on facilitating this exchange of 
best practice to support the needs 
of the education community. 
Visitors will be rubbing shoulders 
with outstanding practitioners and 
organisations who are harnessing 
technology to meet 21st century 
challenges.

New features
Continuing this theme, a new 
feature of the show this year will be 
Peer-to-Peer Connect, an educator-
only space for networking and 
sharing best practice away from the 
sales conversations elsewhere at 
the show (for more on this and the 
other special features at Bett 2019, 
see page 8).

The show will also be extending 
its opening hours this year, allowing 
visitors access to CPD-accredited 
presentations and networking 
outside of traditional hours.

As well as the daytime 
programme, the Bett Arena will 
see sessions from 6pm on the 
Wednesday to Friday (for more on 
what the Bett Arena has to offer, 
turn to pages 6 and 7).

Another new addition to the 
show will be the Impact Award – a 
new category in the Bett Awards. 

This will be the first time an 
award recognises educators and 

students, giving them a change to 
talk about the tangible, positive 
differences that their school has 
experienced thanks to technology 
(for the Bett Awards 2019 shortlist, 
see page 27).

What’s on this year?
This year’s Bett themes are based 
on the visitor feedback from 
previous shows. The line-up of 
speakers, seminars and special 
areas will include the Bett Arena, 
the Schools Theatre and the Post-
16 Theatre, as well as a number of 
others zones and show themes.

Key themes for Bett 2019
The labour force of the future is 
going to look very different from 
how it does now – and our young 
people and future generations 
will need to be prepared for that 
uncertainty. This year’s show aims 
to showcase the skills needed by 
learners to thrive and achieve the 
life outcomes they deserve. 

Around the globe schools are 
embracing this challenge and are 
equipping young people with these 
skills. Bett 2019 has set out to 
showcase some of the stand-out 
examples of this work and how 
technology is helping.

Elsewhere, the rising number 
of pupils with SEN and learning 
disabilities is constantly challenging 
our educators and schools. As such, 
Bett 2019 will be an opportunity 
for visitors to explore some of the 
products and solutions tailored to 
supporting our SEN learners. 

In addition, the seminar 

Bett 2019 takes place 
from January 23 to 26. 
This SecEd guide looks 
at the attractions on 
offer for secondary 
professionals visiting 
the show and some of 
the technology trends 
and discussions we 
can expect in 2019

Community, exchange & best practice

The questions require students 
both to be creative and to  

work with data.

REASON NO. 1 
 to offer on-screen assessments

To learn more, meet the IB  
at Stand B84 or visit 

www.ibo.org/bett-show
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programme will share stories 
and best practice around assistive 
technology and innovation in SEN, 
with a view to developing the 
knowledge of teachers, support staff 
and school leaders.

Another aim for the show this 
year is to present some of the 
extraordinary work from teachers 
across the globe – including 
innovations like personalised 
and mobile learning. The idea is 
to encourage the sharing of best 
practice and give teachers practical 
takeaways to put into practice.

For more on the secondary CPD 
sessions at Bett, see page 19.

Classroom tech & resources
Shiny hardware is one thing – but 
there is also a place at the show 
for smaller examples of innovative 
technology and resources to aid 
learning and achievement. Not all 
tech comes with a price tag: some 
of the resources in the space will be 
available to schools on a budget – 
others will be free. It’s worth taking 
the time to wander around. 

As part of this, there is also 
the Solutions Den, which offers 
the chance to hear from fellow 
practitioners talking about and 
showcasing solutions. Sessions are 
short and practical, giving tangible 
takeaways for educators.

All things data 
Data is fast becoming the lifeblood 
of the high-tech economy of 
tomorrow and schools are just 
as important an arena for data-
driven progress, not least because 
analytics and data have a role to 
play in driving improvements in 
learner outcomes. Data also brings 
the promise of advancements in 
assessment and managing teacher 
workload. The show aims to 
highlight some of the best examples 
and case studies to help senior 
leadership teams make the best 
choices around improving their 
existing tech.

Product trails
The Bett product trails will be 
themed to key areas of education, 
such as reducing workload or 
leadership, and will offer visitors 
quick access to some of the 
highlights of the show, helping them 
to navigate the hall and maximise 
their time. All trails are accessible 
through the free Bett 2019 app, 
available to download now.

Bett Futures
The Bett Futures zone offers space 
for new and emerging exhibitors 
to showcase their often innovative 
start-up projects and solutions and 
includes demonstrations and other 
sessions. For more, turn to page 20.

Learnit
The new Learnit conference will 
also coincide with Bett. Learnit is a 
conference for the global learning 
ecosystem, exploring the current 
state and the future of learning 
around the world. It runs on January 
24 and 25 in central London. 

The event features a range of 

“hosted meetings” on specific 
education themes as well as 
keynotes from the likes of the 
OECD’s Andreas Schleicher and 
other international speakers.

The Education Show
This year will see the relocation 
of the Education Show to Excel to 
coincide with its sister event Bett. 
The Education Show will run next 
door on January 24 and 25 and 
continues to focus on other school 
equipment and supplies. See page 9.

Introductions
• Introduction to Bett 2019 Pages 2-3
• State of the ICT nation Page 4

Bett highlights & advice
• The Bett Arena  Pages 6-7
• Special Bett Show features  Page 8
• The Education Show Page 9

• Beware the sales patter Pages 10-11
• A Bett snapshot... Pages 14-15
• Tips for surviving Bett! Page 17
• Seminar/CPD highlights  Page 19
• Bett Awards 2019 Page 27

The Bett exhibition
• Selected exhibitor listings Pages 13 & 16

• The Bett Futures zone Page 20
• Exhibition highlights Page 21

Commentary & best practice
• Meeting teachers’ needs Page 18
• Trends in edtech Pages 22-24
• Government policy update Page 25
• The HundrEd Project Page 26

Contents: Bett Guide 2019

Further information
• Bett 2019 takes place at London’s 

Excel from Wednesday to 
Saturday, January 23 to 26. To 
register for a free pass, visit 
www.bettshow.com. You can find 
the show on Twitter @Bett_show

• The Education Show takes place 
next door to Bett on Thursday 
and Friday, January 24 and 25. 
Visit www.education-show.com

• Learnit takes place on January 24 
and 25 in Westminster, London. 
Visit www.learnit.world
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Bett Show Information and Tips
• Bett opens at 10am each day, closing at 6pm (apart from the 

Saturday when doors close at 3pm).
• Registering for the show in advance on the Bett website will 

mean you can walk straight in on arrival.
• Use the Bett Show website and app to pre-plan your visit. 

There is plenty of information online. During the show, use 
social media to help you network and connect: @Bett_show

• CPD seminars are first-come, first-served so arrive at your 
chosen seminars in good time.

• Post-show planning is important. Gather information and take 
time to reflect with colleagues on what you saw at Bett.

• If you need help navigating the show, try the BESA Information 
Point (stand B134). They can point you in the direction of the 
suppliers addressing your areas of interest.

• Take advantage of the networking opportunities that the show 
provides – share ideas and source advice from peers.

• It can be easy to get overloaded with brochures. Instead, ask 
for business cards and follow up via email. Having your own 
business cards is also useful, if only for the many free prize 
draws that are to be found.

• Dress comfortably and, most of all, wear comfortable shoes!

London’s Excel
Situated in London’s Royal Docks, the Excel venue is part of a 
100-acre campus. Within the campus there are three Docklands 
Light Railway (DLR) stations, access to the Jubilee London 
Underground line and London City Airport, parking for 3,700 
cars, six hotels, and numerous bars and restaurants. For a more 
scenic route, why not use the Thames Clipper to get from central 
London to the O2 and then take the Emirates Air Line (cable car), 
which connects Excel and the O2. Visit http://excel.london/
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STATE OF THE NATION

Edtech moves at a rapid pace 
and 2018 saw a shift towards 
evidence and the importance 
of demonstrating impact. 
Patrick Hayes explains

For many of us in the education sector, the 
welcome surprise of 2018 was that we 
finally seem to have a secretary of state 

that champions the use of edtech.
Damian Hinds’ first speech after 

being appointed was a year ago at the 
Education World Forum. He spoke about 
the transformative potential of edtech and 
encouraged the assembled world leaders to 
attend Bett in order to see the cutting edge 
of edtech and think about how that could be 
embedded into their education systems.

This was a welcome shift for many, 
and his talk was followed by a series of 
engagements with education, culminating in 
an announcement of his vision for edtech in 
the summer. He revealed that the Department 
for Education (DfE) would be working with 
the Chartered College of Teaching, BESA 
and other industry leaders to “develop online 
training packages, establish an online portal 
providing free software trials for schools, and 
bring together industry and school leaders 
through a series of regional ‘demonstrator’ 
roadshows”.

He said: “It’s only by forging a strong 
partnership between government, technology 
innovators and the education sector that there 
will be sustainable, focused solutions which 
will ultimately support and inspire the learners 
of today and tomorrow.”

Mr Hinds’ aim is to spearhead a digital 
revolution in classrooms across the UK and his 
subsequent work with industry to showcase the 
very best of edtech has included the LearnED 
initiative with BESA.

LearnED roadshows take place around the 
country to enable senior school leaders to 
gather and share ideas about best practice in 
edtech, and to see a live edtech demonstrator 
classroom in action. The roadshows have been 
popular, offering a first-hand look at products 
in action in the school environment and 
supporting peer-to-peer learning in a sustainable 
way.

Additional funding
Elsewhere, Mr Hinds’ promise to address 
teacher workload and his acknowledgment 
of the potential of technology to help in this 
area has led to a very promising uptick in 
expenditure in edtech, bucking the long-term 
trend of decline over the past four years.

This looks to increase further after chancellor 
Philip Hammond announced in October 2018 
that he would make £400 million available for 
schools to spend on much-needed equipment. 

While his terminology (“those little 
extras”) didn’t go down well with 
school leaders and teaching 
unions, what he was 
responding to was a perceived 
need to ensure that schools have 
the right equipment in the classroom and 
that they have some capital in order to 
purchase the edtech they require. 

The key challenge now is to ensure that 
this additional capital is not a one-off but is 
sustained over an on-going period. Only 
then will this help ensure that schools are 
not left wanting when it comes to edtech.

Our hope is that the increase should 
give schools more freedom to be able to 
make purchasing decisions based upon the 
impact that edtech could have on education 
outcomes, not just its impact on cost-saving.

Determining impact
One of the focuses for 2019 will be for edtech 
companies to showcase the work they have 
been doing to demonstrate the impact and 
efficacy of their products in classrooms.

The initiative leading the way in this 
endeavour is University College London’s 
EDUCATE project, for which BESA is the 
industry partner.

Working with 250 start-ups across London, 
the initiative aims to make sure companies put 
research at the heart of their offering from the 
very outset, connecting suppliers with world-
leading academics to ensure that their products 
make a genuine difference in the classroom 
– and that this can be proven. EDUCATE’s 
cohort of companies will be exhibiting in the 
Bett Futures area of this year’s show (see page 
20), and we encourage visitors to explore the 
research they have been doing.

We know from extensive studies with 
teachers that the biggest barrier to adopting 
edtech in the classroom isn’t actually budget, 
it is the need to be confident that it will have 
an impact and to be able to show this impact. 
We hope that initiatives such as EDUCATE are 
able to give schools the evidence that they need 
to make confident procurement decisions.

What the sector is saying
Every two years, BESA conducts research into 
procurement across schools. The most recent 
research – Procurement in English Maintained 
Schools (November 2018) – found that the 
secondary sector is most likely to rely on 
independent reports and published research 
findings when making purchasing decisions. 
However, over the last year there has been an 
increasing focus on user reviews and in-house 
evaluations as well.

We also found that, despite the move towards 
a more robust way of gauging impact, less 
than half of schools feel there is sufficient 
information available to assess the efficacy 
of edtech and just over half of schools now 
rely on teachers in their schools to assess the 
worth of a solution. Secondary schools in 
particular are most likely to look inward when 

sourcing a recommendation on the value of 
edtech products, although they do also consider 
evidence from user reviews.

Our research also showed that by far the 
most important way, according to headteachers 
and school leaders, to find out about edtech is 
by attending national conferences such as Bett. 
Also, one of the fastest growing methods of 
procurement are the speed dates pioneered by 
Innovate my School, which are run with small 
headteacher clusters around the country. 

The experiential nature of Bett, LearnED, 
and Innovate my School’s speed dates is 
reassuring. It indicates that we are taking a 
measured and thoughtful approach to edtech.

This new era of evidence is very welcome. 
The more emphasis that is placed on evidence-
based product development, the closer edtech 
will be to fulfilling its transformative potential.

Ultimately, this will require education 
suppliers and schools to work together closely 
and there is strength in coming together to share 
requirements and ideas. I’m looking forward 
to seeing the benefits of this over the next 12 
months. Enjoy Bett 2019.

• Patrick Hayes is director of the British 
Educational Suppliers Association (BESA).

Further information
• BESA is the trade association covering the 

entirety of the UK educational suppliers 
sector and representing 300-plus educational 
UK suppliers. Visit them at Bett 2019 on 
stand B134.

• For further information on the  
LearnED school roadshows, visit  
www.besa.org.uk/initiatives/learned/

• For more on the EDUCATE programme, 
visit https://educate.london/

• For more on the work of Innovate My 
School, visit www.innovatemyschool.com
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Focus on evidence
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BETT ARENA

The Bett Arena has become 
a central point of the show’s 
CPD and seminars. This 
year it will host around 40 
sessions. We preview some 
of what’s in store...

This year’s Bett Show features a range 
of CPD seminars and sessions with an 
agenda that aims to be informative and 

inspirational, tapping into key issues, such 
as artificial intelligence and how new and 
emerging technologies can be used to boost 
children’s learning.

Educators know that they are preparing 
children for an ever-changing future, and this 
year’s CPD programme aims to showcase 
ways of doing just that. Leading the way will 
be the Bett Arena keynote sessions, which are 
made up of around 40 talks, 15 to 30 minutes 
in length.

Bett Arena highlights
Emotion and cognition in the age of 
AI, 4:30pm on January 23: The opening 
day will feature an afternoon session on 
emotion and cognition in the age of artificial 
intelligence (AI).

Today’s young children will find 
themselves graduating school into a world 
unrecognisable to the one we live in today 
– a world transformed by AI. During this 
session, we will take a look how AI will alter 
both education and work. New research, 
showing the vital role that emotional 
wellbeing plays in ensuring students are 
prepared to succeed in the age of AI will be 
presented for the first time.

The discussion will also examine an 
evidence-based approach to social and 
emotional learning that has already been 
adopted by more than 1,500 schools globally. 

Taking part are Anthony Salcito, vice-
president of worldwide education at 
Microsoft. He will be joined by Barbara 
Holzapfel, Microsoft’s general manager of 
education marketing, and Dr Marc Brackett, 
founding director of the Yale Center for 
Emotional Intelligence at Yale University in 
the United States. A student who has already 
seen their education transformed by AI will 
also share their experiences.

Personalising education at scale with 
AI,  3:45pm, January 23: AI will also be 
the focus of another session on day one, 
which will look at AI’s role in personalised 
education. 

Joel Hellermark, CEO and founder of AI 
firm Sana Labs will talk about how new 
breakthroughs in AI are making it possible 
for students to master difficult concepts. 
His talk will also examine how AI can help 
support teachers to inspire and raise the 
knowledge levels of all students.

Making technology work for schools: 
Lessons from EDUCATE, 3pm, January 
24: The increasing availability of edtech 
means the need to evidence how technology 
is supporting good education outcomes is 
more important than ever.

Led by Rose Luckin, professor of learner-
centred design at the UCL Knowledge Lab in 
London, this session will look at the exciting 
methods of learning made possible by new 
technologies. 

Prof Luckin is also director of EDUCATE 
London, a hub where researchers and 
educators work together on developing 
evidence-informed edtech. This session 
will provide practical tips on how to 

embed technology into schools, based on 
EDUCATE’s work with teachers.

Nudge, stretch, boost, connect: Growing 
humans in the digital age, 11am, January 
24: The second day also features a session 
on the future of intelligence. The talk, led 
by Alex Beard, senior director at Teach For 
All, will examine how the rapid rise of AI 
is leading us to question the powers of our 
own minds. It will explore how combining 
the powers of technology with our latest 
understanding of how humans learn can 
boost our creativity and productivity and help 
us fulfil our natural potential to learn.

Schools VR project: Let us take you on a 
journey, 3:30pm, January 24: Redefining 
the “school trip” – learn how a Leicestershire 
school and college turned a visit to the World 
Museum in Liverpool into an opportunity to 
film, edit and create their own VR content.

In this session, BBC presenter Helen 
Skelton, teachers from the school, museum 
representatives and UK academic Molly 
Zielezinski debate the value of using 
technology throughout the syllabus to boost 
engagement and build core skills.

The Schools VR Project allows pupils to 
develop collaboration, creativity and critical 
thinking skills and shows the benefits of 
students sharing the VR and website output 
with an authentic audience.

Why we should be teaching our children 
to be hackers, 5pm, January 25: Why 
we should teach our children to be hackers 
will be up for discussion on day three. A 
session led by David Hill, of the University 
of Portsmouth, will examine the benefits 
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Captive audience: A packed Bett 
Arena during one of the keynote 
presentations at the 2017 Bett Show
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of teaching children about hacking from 
an early age and tackling the traditional 
stereotype of what a hacker is. A knowledge 
and understanding of hacking can help 
children to protect themselves and others 
when using digital devices, while developing 
the mindset of a hacker can help them 
beyond computing.

Other benefits include encouraging 
youngsters to look at problems in new ways 
and come up with creative solutions as well 
as sharing new knowledge.

Mr Hill is outreach co-ordinator for 
Portsmouth’s faculty of technology and 
is currently studying for a Professional 
Doctorate in Education, focusing on how a 
hacking mindset can help improve learning.

How to prepare young people with skills 
for the future, 5:15pm, January 25: How 
do we prepare our young people with the 
skills they need for the future? That’s the 
question we will be asking on day three, 
in a session with Joysy John, director of 
education at innovation foundation Nesta. 
Nesta is dedicated to helping young people 
prepare for a labour market that will look 
very different from today’s, one where 
skills such as communication, creativity, 
problem-solving, collaboration confidence 
and resilience are more important that ever 
before.

During the session, Ms John, an 
entrepreneur and investor who has launched 
a number of start-ups, will share what has 
been learnt through Nesta’s research and the 
development of toolkits for teachers. The 

aim of the discussion is to help identify the 
skills young people will need for their future 
careers and how schools and teachers can 
help to develop these skills.

The education secretary
Many Bett attendees, as is traditional, will 
want to hear from the education secretary 
and the current incumbent, Damian Hinds, is 
due to address the Bett Arena at 10:45am on 
January 25 in a session scheduled to last 15 
minutes, although this is subject to change. 

Other highlights
A full list of the Bett Arena sessions is 
available on the show website. Further 
highlights include:
• Coding in Barcelona to improve learning 

in India, Francesc Solans, technology 
teacher, INS Josep Vallverdú, Spain, 
12:30pm on January 23.

• Education policy: Too precious to be left to 
the politicians, hosted by the City Learning 
Trust, 1:30pm, January 23.

• Changing my teaching to release students’ 
creativity, engagement and ownership, 
Simen Spurkland, teacher, Vøyenenga 
Upper Secondary School, Norway, 
12:45pm on January 23.

• Connecting classrooms with artificial 
intelligence (AI) and emotional intelligence 
(EQ), Erika Brodnock, founder and CEO 
of Karisma Kidz, Tony Sewell, founder 
and CEO of Generating Genius, 10:30am, 
January 24.

• Empowering your students to become 
critical consumers of the news, Discovery 

Education, ITN Productions & The 
Institute for Strategic Dialogue, 1:30pm, 
January 24.

• Evolution in education and technology and 
where to next, Tony Cann, edtech pioneer 
at Bowland Charitable Trust and the 
founder of Promethean, 4:30pm on January 
24 (to hear from Mr Cann ahead of his 
presentation, turn to page 12).

• You are the teacher who can create bravely, 
Peter H Reynolds, author, illustrator and 
founder of FableVision Learning, 10:30am 
on January 25.

• Using and developing tech solutions 
for students with SEN, Noa Nitzan, 
professional director at the Technology 
Center at Beit Issie Shapiro, 12pm on 
January 25.

• Using technology to make the impossible 
possible for all learners, Robert Lynas, 
deputy headteacher & Ruth Smith, 
new technologies and computing lead, 
Westmorland School, 12:30pm, January 
25.

• Why and how to discuss the news in the 
classroom, The Economist Newspaper & 
The Economist Educational Foundation, 
12:45pm, January 26.

Further information
• For full details of the more than 40 

sessions taking place in the Bett Arena, 
visit www.bettshow.com/bett-seminar-
programme-2019

• The Bett Arena will also be opening the 
new series of Bett Lates evening CPD 
sessions. For more on these, see page 8

www.mortonmichel.com/home-tutor-insurance
*Price includes current Insurance Premium Tax

tutor@mortonmichel.com

020 8603 0942

Tutor
Insurance

£85.66

Comprehensive cover

Competitive pricing

Additional benefits

Prices start from just
*
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SPECIAL FEATURES

Bett is well-known for its 
special features, areas and 
other attractions. From 
Escape Games to late-night 
TeachMeets, we look at what 
is on the agenda for 2019

Visitors to Bett 2019 will have the 
opportunity to take part in a number 
of new experiences, ranging from 

late evening CPD sessions in the Bett Arena 
to an immersive experience with classroom 
technology as part of the show’s very own 
Escape Room. In addition, traditional 
favourites, such as Bett Futures and CPD 
theatres, return once again this year.

Bett Futures
Bett Futures is the show’s hotspot for creativity 
and innovation, where pioneers in edtech can 
offer a sneak peek at the next big thing.

This area has become one of the most visited 
spaces of the show, and once again this year it 
will bring together some of the best start-ups 
from across the globe, offering visitors the 
opportunity to get hands-on with the tech

Included among this year’s exhibitors will 
be some of the 250 start-ups that have been 
working with University College London’s 
EDUCATE project, already mentioned on page 
4 of this guide, to put research and evidence at 
the heart of their offerings.

The exhibitors here can range in size and are 
generally organised in three stages. Stage 1 is 
for first or second time exhibitors who want 
to validate their solution or find investment. 
Stage 2 is for companies that have proof of 
their concept and are ready to sell. Stage 3 is 
for the slightly more mature company ready to 
generate real revenues. For more on the Bett 
Futures zone, see page 20.

Bett Lates
Bett Lates is another new space at the show this 
year. Not all visitors will be able to attend the 
show during the morning or afternoon – so Bett 
Lates allows those travelling outside of tradition 
show hours to visit seminars and network into 
the evening.

From 6pm onwards on the Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday, educators can visit the 
new edtech surgery, run by leading practitioners 
Abdul Chohan, Matt Harris and Neelam 
Parmar.

There will also be a TeachMeet session at 
6pm on January 25 led by teacher and tech 
expert Mr P, exploring practical tips and 
working methods to lighten the daily workload 
and save time and money.

Peer-to-Peer Connect
A new addition this year comes in the form of 

the Peer-to-Peer Connect space. Feedback from 
2018 indicated that visitors wanted a space 
dedicated solely for teachers, school leaders 
and academics. This area allows educators 
to network and share best practices, away 
from the sales conversations to be had with 
exhibitors elsewhere.

Speakers will also be dipping in and out of 
Peer-to-Peer Connect, so there will be a chance 
to extend questions and answers from headline 
sessions and seminars.

Morning meet-up sessions will offer those 
visiting on their own a chance to find their 
feet early on in the day and make connections 
among the community.

The Education Show
With one badge, visitors will get access to two 
shows this year as the Education Show moves 
to Excel on January 24 and 25 to run alongside 
Bett 2019. For more on this, see page 9.

Theatres and zones
Bett’s theatres and zones will be offering 
talks, events and seminars for specific sectors, 
challenges and concepts. 

New this year is the SEN and neurodiversity 
sensory space where companies will be 
showcasing the latest advancements and 
resources to support SEN professionals. Visitors 
will also be able to visit a sensory room.

Elsewhere, the Solutions Den offers the 
chance to hear from fellow practitioners talking 
about and showcasing solutions that have 
worked for them. Sessions will be short and 
practical.

The CPD at the show is led by the keynotes 
on centre stage at the Bett Arena (see pages 
6 and 7). However, there are smaller CPD 
theatres dotted about the show, including the 
Schools Theatre and Post-16 Theatre.

The Schools Theatre will offer strategy 
advice for leaders and “tangible takeaways” for 
teachers and ICT staff and much of its offering 
will be research-based.

The Post-16 Theatre is a dedicated space 
for educators to learn about and discuss issues 
affecting the move into further and tertiary 
education. It also has a research-designed 
programme.

Microsoft Experience
Microsoft is partnering with Bett again 
this year. Visit Bett and Microsoft on stand 
E300 if you’d like to experience the latest 
in Microsoft’s education tools. There is also 
a chance to take part in the Partner Passport 
Adventure to win some prizes. Alternatively, 
join one of the Solutions Showcase sessions 
to get insider knowledge about global trends 
and forecasts from the Microsoft Worldwide 
Education leadership teams.

Official app
Don’t forget about the new official Bett 
App, which you can use to search through 
exhibitors and locate them easily, check the 
agenda programme and connect with other 
professionals at the event via the Connect@Bett 
service.

The Escape Room
Bett is also latching onto the latest craze in 
Escape Games. New for 2019, the Escape 
Room is an immersive experience for visitors 
to interact with classroom solutions and explore 
products hands-on. Visitors can enter the 
Escape Room and try to use their problem-
solving skills and work in a team to solve 
puzzles and work your way through each level.

Small groups of visitors will navigate their 
way through a series of rooms each containing 
a “Crystal Maze-style” challenge where they 
have to solve the puzzle within the allocated 
time to escape.

Further information
For more information on the various show 
features, including the special zones and areas, 
visit www.bettshow.com/whats-on

Special attractions for 2019
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SecEdOnline
www.sec-ed.co.uk

Offering the latest secondary education news, 
best practice guidance and leading commentary.

Join the thousands following us on twitter @SecEd_Education

Access all of SecEd’s news, best practice, 
expert blogs, and analysis online.

Receive regular SecEd e-bulletin updates 
free of charge.

“SecEd provides an invaluable contribution 
to my leadership role. It is informed, 
balanced and really gets to the bottom of 
the current educational issues.” 

Jonathan de Sausmarez, Executive 
Headteacher, The Romsey School

THE EDUCATION SHOW

Traditionally the Education Show has 
taken place in Birmingham’s NEC 
during the month of March. However, 

after more than 25 years the organisers have 
taken the decision to move the show to 
London to coincide with Bett.

With both Bett and the Education Show 
taking place under the same roof, organisers 
are hoping to increase the footfall at both 
events, especially the Education Show.

While Bett will focus on all things 
technology, the Education Show has been 
revamped to focus on policy, pedagogy and 
school management, including resources and 
supplies.

It means that together the shows will host 
the world’s largest gathering of the education 
community for both UK and international 
visitors.

The new-look Education Show will cater 
for a range of education suppliers covering 
early years, primary, secondary (including 
multi-academy trusts), further and higher 
education.

The show offers hands-on demonstrations,  
CPD seminars, and the usual exhibition 
space as well featuring around 150 education 
suppliers and other companies.

In announcing the move, Education Show 
and Bett managing director, Rohan Marwaha, 
said: “We’ve had overwhelming support for 
the change, which will see the Education 
Show provide fresh appeal to those charged 
with spending budgets as effectively as 
possible.

“It will be a show not only for UK schools, 
but also for those from overseas, helping 
school decision-makers see all that they need 
to equip their schools.”

There will be three core strands to the CPD 
and seminars on offer at the Education Show 
this year, with speakers still being confirmed 
as this guide went to press. The three strands 
focus on:

Policy in Practice
To explore the latest developments in 
policy and contextualise the meaning and 
application of them in schools. Sessions will 

include funding, mental health, safeguarding, 
social mobility, teacher wellbeing and the 
recruitment crisis.

Pedagogy in Practice
To explore the newest and most effective 
ways of teaching while helping schools 
to develop whole-school approaches and 
rounded curricula. Includes evidence-based 
approaches, case studies and the latest 
research in learning and neuroscience, 
popular pedagogies, and internal CPD 
practice.

School Business
Offering school case studies focused on all 
things financial, from how to profitably run a 
school or sixth form college to best practice 
in procurement and managing facilities.

Further information 
The Education Show takes place on  
Thursday and Friday, January 24 and 25. 
Passes are free and you can register via  
www.education-show.com

In a bid to breathe new life 
into the Education Show, 
organisers have moved the 
event to run alongside Bett. 
It will take place on January 
24 and 25

Bett welcomes  
a new neighbour
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SHOW ADVICE

People sometimes forget Bett is a 
technology trade show; probably the 
biggest and most successful education 

technology gathering in the world.
How else could you explain the arrival of 

almost 100 education ministers and policy-
makers from around the world, all jetting in to 
London for three days at the Education World 
Forum, which is deliberately organised to 
coincide with Bett.

They are attracted by the technology 
companies such as the many big-hitters – 
Google and Microsoft for example – and their 
mega-stands staffed with hundreds of bright 
and energised smiley faces. 

There are also hundreds of smaller, and 
perhaps more interesting, innovative start-ups 
and technological creative solutions looking 
to scale up from their initial pilots to become 
the global corporations of the future.

The organisers must be doing something 
right to scan the barcodes of hundreds of 
thousands of educators over the four days 
of bright lights, loud presentations and, of 
course, the infamous freebies (which become 
ever more creative every year).

However, exhibitors be warned – it takes 
more than a bucket of sweets and a stress ball 
to get teachers to step on to your stand these 
days.

But let’s not forget that this is not an 

educational conference. It is a showcase to 
promote goods and services which (allegedly) 
will help improve teaching, learning and 
assessment outcomes.

However, mindful of the need for teachers 
to increase their knowledge, understanding 
and skills in the use of the newest and shiniest 
gadgets and gizmos, the organisers do provide 
a wide and varied programme of keynotes and 
CPD.

This ranges from the latest politician 
(who usually reads a speech mentioning the 
latest tech buzzwords but with little or no 
understanding of their meaning, relevance 
or implications) to the big-name stage 
presentations (usually paid for by the same 
global companies who have the mega-stands 
and very deep pockets).

From my experience of attending Bett for 
20 years now, I would say that better value is 
always to be found in the smaller workshops 
and seminars, usually run by teachers and 
educators whose only vested interest is trying 
to share what works.

In particular, I would keep an eye out 
for interesting innovations in the use of 
augmented and virtual reality, artificial 
intelligence, robotics and machine learning. 
And it is always worth checking out the 
developments in adaptive and assistive 
technologies for SEND learners.

Finally, a highlight for me is the Bett 
awards dinner and as a judge it is always 
pleasing to see the growth and development 
of those companies that started in a teacher’s 
spare room and are now big global players 
(for this year’s award finalists, see page 27).

A shifting dynamic
The dynamic of Bett seemed to shift several 
years ago when the show (and what a show 
it is) moved venue from the cramped and 
overcrowded Olympia to the corporate 
exhibition playground that is Excel.

Being close to City Airport provides a 
much greater international dimension and 
more than 30 per cent of last year’s footfall 
was from international delegates.

A noticeable development in recent years 
has been the large stands from overseas 
governments, such as Saudi Arabia, UAE 
and so on. Often these exhibitors seem 
more interested in promoting their own 
countries’ educational systems and teaching 
opportunities than actually sharing how 
technology can improve teaching, learning 
and assessment. As a guide for the Education 
World Forum, I have had the pleasure of 
meeting ministerial delegates from across the 
world and translators are critical.

Of course, the UK has been seen as a world 
leader in the use of technology in education 
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Focus on the smaller companies, search out the teacher-led CPD, avoid flash-in-the-pan 
gimmicks, and beware the sales patter! Seasoned Bett attendee Bob Harrison gives us 
his view of the show and offers some advice for teachers visiting this year

Beware the sales patter…
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but in recent years cuts in school budgets, the 
degradation of infrastructure and decline in 
funding for local authorities – not to mention 
a techno-sceptic schools minister in the form 
of Nick Gibb – means that is now in doubt.

However a recent reform of the ICT 
national curriculum and an £84 million 
investment in the National Centre for 
Computing Education (computing not 
computer science please note) should lead to 
some interesting developments this year (See: 
Can new £84m NCCE solve our computer 
education woes? SecEd, November 2018: 
http://bit.ly/2EpqkAg).

Some people may also have been inspired 
by education secretary Damian Hinds’ 
recent epiphany about the potential of digital 
technology to improve teaching learning 
and assessment, which he declared in an 
article in August in the Daily Telegraph (See: 
Don’t look back in anger? Really? SecEd, 
September 2018: http://bit.ly/2rFc6mF).

It will be interested to see how this all 
plays out at Bett 2019.

The humble teacher
All the politics aside, for the humble teacher, 
one of most beneficial bits of Bett are the 
fringe events and the opportunities for 
networking or just catching up with old 
friends and colleagues and learning from 
them whether the latest product launch 
has some benefit and value (to teachers or 
learners) or whether it is just another puff 
piece with built in obsolescence.

I have always felt it was more reliable to 
listen to colleagues’ recommendations than 

to rely on the megaphone marketing and 
hordes of t-shirted troubadours that are, sadly, 
ubiquitous at Bett nowadays.

For this reason, and given how large in 
square meterage the show has now become, 
you will need stamina, resilience and careful 
planning to make the best of your investment 
of time and travel to attend the show. Most 
days are busy but things slow down late 
afternoon and later in the week. 

Register online beforehand to beat 
the queues, and if there are a few of you 
attending share and spread yourselves around 
the show before reconvening to reflect. The 
online guide is usually excellent and there are 
hard copies by the lorry load inside Excel.

Fewer teachers?
I imagine the Bett footfall from UK teachers 
may suffer this year as budget cuts means 
many schools cannot even afford to replace 
aged and degraded kit. In addition, it is 
difficult for teachers to get released and travel 
costs are high.

For this reason, many teachers attend 
on the Saturday morning in their own time 
(disregarding work/life balance challenges).

If you can afford to spend some time, if 
not money, then a day at Bett is worth it just 
for the conversations with other teachers 
and educators about what really can help to 
improve education outcomes (as distinct from 
those flash-in-the-pan gimmicks that are here 
today, gone tomorrow, which eat away at your 
budget and, more importantly, your credibility 
with pupils, colleagues and managers).

So I hope you can get to Excel this year. 

Do come say hello as I am there all week 
and let me know what excites you and what 
you think is rubbish. Maybe I can use the 
information in my next piece for SecEd.

Beware!
One final note of caution honed from 20 
years’ Bett experience. Be aware (beware): 
there is no evidence of a causal link between 
any technology and improved learning 
outcomes. However there is evidence of a 
correlation between those teachers, schools, 
colleges and learners who use technologies 
effectively and improved learning outcomes.

So if a vendor says “buy this product or 
service and your students’ learning outcomes 
will improve”, move on quickly. 

If you ask a vendor “if I buy your product 
or service will my students’ learning 
outcomes improve?”, and the vendor says “it 
depends, it’s complex because of a number of 
factors” it might be worth a chat – but keep 
your purchase order in your bag for now...

• Bob Harrison has spent more than 40 years 
as a teacher, lecturer, principal and governor 
in schools and colleges. He is a trustee of 
the UfI trust and a judge for the Bett and 
Tes awards. He was education advisor for 
Toshiba Information Systems Northern 
Europe for 16 years. He also chaired the 
ICT teacher-led DfE expert group supporting 
the implementation of the new computing 
curriculum. Follow him on Twitter @
bobharrisonedu. For Bob’s archive of best 
practice and commentary pieces for SecEd, 
go to http://bit.ly/2zS0bpQ

Find out how we can transform your school environment  

01243 55 44 55
www.fordingbridge.co.uk
info@fordingbridge.co.uk

Canopies, walkways & statement buildings designed around you
With over 50 years experience, Fordingbridge are passionate about helping secondary 
schools transform under-utilised spaces into valuable and weather protected outdoor 
learning, dining and social areas. We provide the in-house expertise and understanding to 
provide you with durable, proven and inspiring solutions.



To provide your pupils with the best levels of protection,
visit esafeglobal.com or email hello@esafeglobal.com

At eSafe, we can safely say we’re better placed to protect children and young 
people, thanks to our TripleLock system. Unlike other monitoring systems, 
we combine intelligent detection technology, specialist human behaviour 
analysis and dynamic threat libraries to identify safeguarding risks earlier and 
enhance every child’s welfare and wellbeing in ways no other system can.

Can your school safely say that?

We always know 
the new markers that 

identify the latest 
safeguarding risks
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EXHIBITOR LIST: A TO L

Listed here and on page 
16 are selected suppliers 
relevant to secondary 
schools. For a list of 
all exhibitors, visit the 
Information Point or see 
the show’s website at  
www.bettshow.com

Selected Exhibitors
2SIMPLE SOFTWARE B221
3.14 E200
4MATRIX E360
5-A-DAY FITNESS G61

A*STAR EDUCATION F81
AB TUTOR E158
ACCROSOFT D360
ACER UK B100
ACTIONTEC ELECTRONICS C353
ACTIVE FLOOR C360
ADOBE C244
AEROHIVE NETWORKS C261
AHA TOUCH C407
ALBION COMPUTERS C270
ALEF EDUCATION C260
ALGORITMIKA B409
ALICE INNOVATION G325
ALINEA E182
ALLIED TELESIS 
INTERNATIONAL A80
ANT D42
ARBOR EDUCATION PARTNERS C65
ARGEX C50
ARTEC C434
ARTSMITHS G71
ARUBA B184
ASTONIO FS73
ATI STUDIOS B233
ATLANTIS INTERNATIONAL C410
ATOMWIDE D260
AVANTIS SYSTEMS C205

B SQUARED C134
BBC LEARNING D406
BECREO TECHNOLOGIES H350
BENQ B180
BESA B134
BINARYBOTS/CBIS EDUCATION C432
BIOSTORE B280
BKSB B224
BLINKING LIZARD SOFTWARE FS50
BLOCKSI E161
BLUEGA F77
BLUESKY EDUCATION E43
BLUTICK FS43 & FS44
BOCLIPS E185
BODET A260
BODYMIND FS25
BONADRONE FS27
BOOLINO D320
BOOTCAMP SQUAD G323
BOXLIGHT C79
BROADCASTRADIO G320
BROMCOM COMPUTERS B320
BUILDING BLOCKS B353
BULB D350
BUSINESS FRANCE C100

CABRILOG F61
CAMBIUM NETWORKS C371
CANTIUM BUSINESS  
SOLUTIONS B354
CAREMONKEY A54
CELCAT F195
CENTURY E192
CERTWOOD G150
CHARANGA POD4
CHARITY LINK C31
CHEN-SOURCE C412
CHQ GROUP E160
CISCO MERAKI E260
CITY CULTURAL ENTERPRISE C425
CIVICA B185
CLARITY IN SOUND  
LIGHT & VISION A240
CLARO SOFTWARE A52
CLASSLINK B302
CLASSOOS UK E271
CLASSUM F154A
CLEAPSS G82
CLEVERTOUCH C280
CLICKVIEW C240
CLIO ONLINE E182
CODERZ FS61
CODEUCATE G80
CODEWARDS.ORG G303
CODEYUG WEB SERVICES  F359
COLLIN-I-CONSULTING G131
COMMON SENSE EDUCATION FS24
COMMUNITY PLAYTHINGS C152
CONSEQUENTIAL ROBOTICS E53
CORNELSEN EXPERIMENTA B50
COUNTERPOINT B308
CRB CUNNINGHAMS G260
CREATIVE HUT FOR EDUCATION F70
CRICK SOFTWARE POD3
CRISTIE DATA C63
CTL B232
CXD (CHILD EXPERIENCE 
DESIGN) E63
CYBER SECURITY CHALLENGE E432
CYBERNETYX TECHNIK E186
CYLO MEDIA UK D40

DANSK INDUSTRI E182
DATA HARVEST GROUP B160
DAYDREAM EDUCATION E183
DEBATEMATE FS56
DELL CORPORATION B316
DELTA ELECTRONICS C135
DESIGNSOFT A153
DFROBOT C413
DICOTA A30
DIGITAL MEDIA ACADEMY C380
DISPLAX C81
DOODLEMATHS E100
DOUGLAS STEWART C275
DREMEL B406
DRONEDAYS FS69

EASYTIS C100
EDAURA C256
EDISODES FS39
EDLOUNGE E170 & D150
EDMODO C105
EDNOLOGY B139
EDTECH IMPACT FS53
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH  
CENTRE C281

EDUKEY EDUCATION A180
EDULAB E182
EDUTAPP (THE EDUCATIONAL 
TRAINING APP) A431
ELITAD INTERNET B49
ELMO EUROPE D121
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA E91
ENGINO PUBLICATIONS D401
ENGINO.NET D400
ENRAID FS21
ENTERPRISE LEARNING  
ACADEMY F80
EPSON (UK) D270
EQSTEM E422
EROMESMARKO B244
ESEMTIA GRUPO EDEBE D320
ETB TECHNOLOGIES C163
EUREKOS E182
EURO HOLOGRAPHY A430
EUROPEAN ELECTRONIQUE C251
EXA NETWORKS C322
EXERTIS UNLIMITED F250
EXTRON ELECTRONICS UK E105
EZYEDUCATION F325

FABLAB FACTORY C422
FILEWAVE EUROPE F310
FIREFLY LEARNING D170
FISCHERTECHNIK B51
FLOWOL/ROBOT MESH A191
FORMCASE F300
FROG EDUCATION C70
FRONTROW A152
FSE DESIGN A251
FUIJIAN JOYUSING  
TECHNOLOGY B142
FUJITSU SERVICES E250
FURLONG B74
FUTURE EDUCATION BOOKSHOP B55

GNT INFORMATION SYSTEMS A420
GCM EDUCATIONAL GAMES FS42
GCSEPOD B114
GENEE WORLD B102
GENERAL ONOLOGIC SOFT B195
GENIALLY WEB F89
GET MY GRADES E101
GLAMSCI G362
GLI TECHNOLOGY B306
GLOBAL TRAILS FS18
GLOBISENS C52
GO 4 SCHOOLS C162
GOBITO ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS A51
GOOGLE UK C230
GOPAK G94
GRATNELLS A310
GREAT GIZMOS A432
GRIFFIN TECHNOLOGY D412
GROUPCALL D191

HANSHIN INTERNATIONAL B70
HANWANG TECHNOLOGY B356
HARBIN ZHIQU TECHNOLOGY G314
HELGI C130
HELLO WORLD KIDS C258
HEWLETT-PACKARD G190
HIGHLIGHTS INTERNATIONAL B407
HILLS COMPONENTS A50
HIPPOMINI E182
HIVE SOFTWARE F418
HOHENLOHER UK B290

Listings correct at the time of going to press, but subject to change. Visit www.bettshow.com for latest listings

Continued on page 16

HPC LASER A401
HUE B300
HUG GROUP E171
HURIX SYSTEMS PRIVATE E62

I3-TECHNOLOGIES C112
IBT C271
ICT DIRECT E150
IDEASWISE B144
IDXTRA A231
IFLYTEK D95
IMMERSIVE INTERACTIVE H361
IMMERSIVE VR EDUCATION E188
IMPACT EDUCATION SOFTWARE FS9
IMPERO SOLUTIONS D160
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
INNOVATION CLUSTER D62
INSTITUCION FERIAL DE  
MADRID D320
INSTRUCTURE GLOBAL B110
INTEGREX E402
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY  
OFFICE B52
INTERNATIONAL  
BACCALAUREATE B84
INTRICON A270
(THE) INVENTORS F321
INVENTRY E140
INVEST NORTHERN IRELAND C121
ISAMS INDEPENDENT E180
ISMART VIDEO TECH B225
ITOP EDUCATION C100
ITS: INFO TECHNOLOGY  
SUPPLY B130

JABAL AMMAN PUBLISHERS C254
JELLYJAMES A400
JOSKOS SOLUTIONS B235
JOYPLACE E190
JP SÁ COUTO B200
JUMP360 FS40
JUST2EASY.COM A100

KAI’S CLAN B318
KANO E361
KAREERHUB C121
KAZ TYPE D405
KENT CCTV & DATA A271
KEYTRACKER A90
KIDLO FS55
KITRONIK C423
KOGNITY F72
KOKORO LINGUA B153
KOREA SCIENTIFIC  
INSTRUMENTS E90
KUBO ROBOT F71

LABBOX G351
LALILO C100
LANGUAGE WORLD C49
LAPSAFE E130
LEARNETIC C151
LEARNING BY QUESTIONS F160
LEJU (SHENZHEN) ROBOTICS G90
LENOVO C184
LEXPLORE B303
LIBRESOFT E42
LIGHTSPEED SYSTEMS D240
LIKETOBE F73



A scene from the Bett Arena during last year’s Bett Show. 
The space hosts a range of keynote speakers during the 
show, including the traditional address from the education 
secretary. For full details of this year’s Bett Arena line-up, 
turn to pages 6 and 7. Image: Jack Terry Photography

This SecEd guide to Bett 2019 has been published in  
hard copy and pdf format and is free to download from  
www.sec-ed.co.uk/supplements/

For more technology-related articles, case studies and  
best practice from SecEd’s pages, visit our archive at  
www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/technology/694365/

The Bett Arena

SecEd guide to Bett 2019

A Bett snapshot: The Arena

BETT SHOW



 BETT SHOW

A Bett snapshot: The Arena
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Listings correct at the time of going to press, but subject to change. Visit www.bettshow.com for latest listings

LITTLE GREEN BUTTON F360
LITTLE SUNFLOWER FS22
LIVE REGISTER D281
LIVETILES D430
LOCKNCHARGE F250
LOGINLAND C100
LONDON GRID FOR LEARNING D260
LOXIT C252
LÜ (INTERACTIVE  
PLAYGROUND) C430
LUMINIS UK E187
LYNX NETWORKS A111

MACH1VR FS67
MADMAGZ H60
MAGIC SPELL FS33
MAGIKBEE E41
MAGPIE EDUCATION FS36
MAKEBLOCK C89
MAPPIX E51
MASSTOUCH INTELLIGENT C159
MATATALAB C140
MATCHWARE C142
MATHS FOR MORE D320
MATHSPIRE FS70
MATTEAPPEN F322
MAX CASES H280
MAZE MEDIA (2000) H100
MEDHURST COMMUNICATIONS B183
METRO SECURITY (GB) A160
MICRO:BIT EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION C420
MICROSOFT F280, C300, E300
MIGHTY WRITER G352
MIGHTYMANGO E40
MINDSETS (UK) D413
MINUSHU FS68
MOMENTUM WORLD F421
MONARCH ACOUSTICS B122
MOZAIK EDUCATION F262
MPL SERVICIOS DE ELEARNING E184
MRS C! FS37
MRT INTERNATIONAL F88
MV-NORDIC E182
MY CAREERS OPTIONS G300
MYSIRCLES FS34

NANJING MYTHWARE  
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY A130
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR  
COMPUTING EDUCATION F178
NATIONAL CYBER  
SECURITY CENTRE G370
NAUTILUS B238
NEO BY CYPHER LEARNING F302
NET-CTRL C61
NETPOWER WEB SOLUTIONS A201
NETSUPPORT D120 & D130
NETSWEEPER D260
NEWTON INTERNATIONAL D192
NISAI GROUP C60
NORTH27 FS62
NOVABASE G308
NOVATECH CONNECT B351
NS OPTIMUM C273
NUMBERFIT G188
NUTKASE C42
NUWCO G280
NVIRON A350

OCADO TECHNOLOGY E400
ODEN SERVICES UK G324
ODILO B216
ODYSSEY EDUCATION B60
OJO G63
OKYSTAR TECHNOLOGY B61
OMNICARD G130
ONLINE-PLATFORMS B140
ONVU LEARNING E191
OPEN ASSESSMENT  
TECHNOLOGIES E420
OPEN DIGITAL EDUCATION C100
OPENCAMPUS B222
OPUS E405
ORDBOGEN E182
OSLO EDTECH CLUSTER B246
OTTER PRODUCTS B319
OVERDRIVE D94
OXFORD EDTECH LABS E55

PAESSLER B352
PAI TECHNOLOGY C402
PANZERGLASS D51
PARAT B162
PAROTEC SOLUTIONS/ 
REDBOXVR B141
PASCO B152
PASCO SCIENTIFIC B149
PHOTON ENTERTAINMENT F326
PI-TOP C200
PIOTA FS72
PLANET ESTREAM D110
PLAYSTEAM EDUCATION B223
POBBLE EDUCATION G60
POMERANIAN REGION C242
POWERSCHOOL B357
PRIME PRINCIPLE POD2
PRINCE’S TRUST B211
PRO-SKOOL INTERNATIONAL G350
PROFECTUS FS26
PROJECT LAB B39
PROJECTOR LAMPS FOR  
SCHOOLS A40
PROMETHEAN B98
PROMOTE YOUR SCHOOL C354
PROTEIN MODELLING: EZMOL  
TOOLS AND BIOBLOX GAMES G312
PROTO-PIC A433
PROWISE C92
PUPIL ASSET B231
PURE IT RECYCLING B403

QNEURO E273
QUANTA COMPUTER H360
QUEST SOFTWARE UK G360
QUICK SCORE F343
QWANT C100

RADIX A110
RAPID ELECTRONICS D420
READSPEAKER C66
REDSTOR B230
REFRESHED BY US F340
RETURNSTAR INTERACTIVE 
TECHNOLOGY GROUP E280
REVAS F327
RGB COMMUNICATIONS G251
RIOTOUCH A340
ROBO TECHNOLOGIES D89
ROBOBLOQ A281 & C415
ROBOTEL G99

ROBOTIS B59
ROBOTIX LEARNING  
SOLUTIONS A190
ROBOTS IN SCHOOLS C44
RPS E424
RUCKUS WIRELESS UK B239
RULER IT LIMITED C403

SAFEGUARDING MONITOR C133
SAFETONET E362
SALAMANDERSOFT B288
SAM LABS D101
SB COMPONENTS E430
SCANNING PENS A230
SCHOLARPACK D112
SCHOOL CLOUD SYSTEMS A200
SCHOOL EXERCISE BOOKS C143
SCHOOL EXPLAINED POD5
SCHOOLS BROADBAND B281
SCOPE CORPORATION. C272
SEEKMIND TECHNOLOGY B212
SELFIEREG ME F423
SENSO.CLOUD C274
SEROSOFT SOLUTIONS D92
SES (SCIENTIFIC  
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS) C55
SEVEN360 E426
SHAPE ROBOTICS B53
SHENZHEN IBOARD  
TECHNOLOGY B236
SHENZHEN BELL CREATIVE  
SCIENCE AND EDUCATION B83
SHENZHEN FANGCHENG 
TEACHING EQUIPMENT B248
SHOWBIE C150
SINGAPORE BOOK  
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION E320
SINOEVIEW TECHNOLOGY C161
SISRA D410
SKILLRS FS49
SLOMER B154
SMART TECHNOLOGIES B111
SMARTMETALS MOUNTING  
SOLUTIONS C170
SMOOTHWALL D250
SOUNDTRAP D280
SOYO TECHNOLOGY  
DEVELOPMENT B350
SPEEXX D70
SPELLING SHED FS41
SPHERO C110
SQUAD IN TOUCH G354
STAGE ELECTRICS G326
STARBOARD B237
STERLING PIXELS PRIVATE D71
STICHTING THE DUTCH SCHOOL F150
STONE COMPUTERS E270
STUDYSAFE E60
SUCCEEDU EDUCATION FS28
SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION FS12
SUZHOU KEDA TECHNOLOGY B305
SWITCHSHOP H270
SYNEL INDUSTRIES (UK) G180
SYNERGY LEARNING C121

TACKLING TABLES C373
TACTILES CORPORATION E401
TAPESTRY F62
TAREMTEC G97
TARGUS C160
TASC SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS D361

Continued from page 13 TASK & TIME FS66
TEACHER DASHBOARD 365 C352
TEACHERCENTRIC (SHOW 
MY HOMEWORK) F130
TEACHERS2PARENTS C262
TEACHPITCH B42
TERRASUL PRODUCOES A320
TEXTHELP C141
THOMAS REGOUT  
INTERNATIONAL D60
TOODLEBIT FS35
TOPDESK UK C401
TRAININGTOOLZ FS65
TRIPLE T GLOBAL G115
TROTEC LASER F420
TTS GROUP C195
TURNITIN UK C145
TWIN SCIENCE & ROBOTICS B65
TWINKL F361
TYPESY A391

UBTECH EDUCATION C320
UHANDY MOBILE MICROSCOPE E162
UNIFORM TRADE FS20
UNITY SOFTWARE F140
UNIWISE E182
UNLIMITED EDUCATIONAL  
SERVICES E363
UTC SHEFFIELD G322
VERNIER SOFTWARE/IDS B210

VESTEL B90
VICTORIA FORMS F324
VIDEO ENHANCED  
OBSERVATION  G62
VIEWSONIC EUROPE D180
VIPER PLAGIARISM CHECKER C32
VIVE TECHNOLOGIES A388

WACEBO EUROPE B73
WALL ART C354
WAVE 9 MANAGED SERVICES E350
WEBANYWHERE G249
WEEEMAKE C416
WELLCOME TRUST G306
WHOLESCHOOL SOFTWARE C121
WISEPAY C164
WISHTRAC HOUSE D91
WIZENOZE C83
WIZKIDS B213
WONDE D140
WONDER WORKSHOP  
GERMANY F192

XIAMEN XISENDA EDUCATION 
TECHNOLOGY D96
XMA E240

YAP TECHNOLOGY C40
YES I’M A DESIGNER F342
YETITABLET C84
YOUR FAVOURITE TEACHER C48

ZAGG INTERNATIONAL F190
ZHANGZHOU WANLIDA  
TECHNOLOGY B220
ZHEJIANG STEELRIX FURNITURE D97
ZHITONGLEHUI TECHNOLOGY D93
ZIOXI C122
ZOOM VIDEO  
COMMUNICATIONS A392
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SHOW ADVICE

Seasoned Bett attendee and edtech expert Terry Freedman 
offers his advice for successfully navigating this year’s show

There are several new features to be found 
at this year’s Bett. “How come?” you ask. 

Well, I think it is because the company 
behind the show has changed hands and the new 
owners seem to be very much aware of the need 
to emphasise the educational aspects of Bett 
rather than mainly the commercial side.

Not that there’s anything wrong with a trade 
show of course, but many I speak to feel that 
Bett was starting to stray and was in danger of 
losing its educational raison d’être.

So I am excited about attending this year’s 
show. Here follows my advice on making the 
most of your time at Excel this year, much 
of which is based on my own experiences of 
attending in the past.

Bett Futures
This is not new, but most of the companies to be 
found in it will be. This is the area where edtech 
start-ups -- often a single entrepreneur or even 
a teacher with a dream -- may be found. The 
products are often innovative, sometimes quirky, 
and always interesting. See page 20 for more.

The Escape Room
This year you will be able to experience being 
in an immersive room without the pressures of 
someone trying to sell you something. However, 
it will involve solving puzzles to work through a 
series of “Crystal Maze-style” experiences. More 
details to come, we are told, but it sounds like 
it’ll be worth a look!

Late closing
Not all teachers can get time off school to attend, 
but those who work locally may be able to get 
along to the evening sessions this year. These 
run from 6pm to 7:30pm or 8pm, and consist 
of an event with, one hopes, good networking 
opportunities. See page 8 for more details.

Peer-to-Peer Connect
On the subject of networking, there is going 
to be an area where people can connect up for 
conversations. I suggested something like this 
nearly seven years ago, because it has been run 
very successfully at the ISTE Conference in 
America. It could be one of the best aspects of 
the show if it helps you to make useful contacts. 
I will be looking on with interest.

The app
The app for this year’s Bett has been beefed 
up. According to the blurb, it is powered by 
AI to make recommendations for who to 
meet with, based on your usage of the app 
over time. The usefulness of that remains to 
be seen, but managing seminars is now much 
easier and (very usefully) you can gather all the 
information you’ve amassed, such as seminars 
attended, suppliers visited and notes made into 
a ready-made report that you can forward on to 
colleagues and headteachers.

Register in advance
You can register on the day, but it takes a while 
and only serves to reduce your time looking at 
stuff. Registering online takes five minutes using 
the Bett Show website.

Buy a travelcard
If you’re not a regular in London, you may 
not know that you will need to pay for fares in 
advance. Buses also no longer accept cash. A 
one-day travelcard will get you around hassle-
free and save you money on individual fares.

Plan your visit
Bett is so vast that it is worth spending a bit of 
time planning your visit. The list of exhibitors 
can be searched through on the Bett website. 
You can use the filters there to help you plan 
who to see.

For example, you could select Secondary, and 
Tablets, and you will be presented with a list of 

suppliers that meet both criteria. Using the app 
you will also be able to see where the suppliers 
are on a map. Try and plan a sensible route 
around the show that takes in the key topics and 
suppliers that you are interested in.

Walk around aimlessly
This is the exact opposite of the preceding 
point of course. Nevertheless, there is definitely 
mileage in walking around without any particular 
goal in mind because you may well come across 
something you didn’t know was there or that you 
needed to see but could not find.

Get some CPD
There’s an extensive seminar programme, so be 
sure to look through the list on the Bett website 
or on the app and select a few sessions to suit 
your needs. They are all free, but some, like the 
Escape Room, need to be booked in advance. 
Others, such as those in the Bett Arena, tend to 
be very popular and have long queues to get in. 
So plan to start lining up early if it’s a must-see.

Personal comfort
Take a bottle of water and wear comfortable 
shoes. Excel, where the exhibition is held, is air-
conditioned, which dries the atmosphere, and the 
floors are concrete, which kills your feet. Yes, 
there is a carpet, but one so thin you probably 
wouldn’t notice if they took it away.

Finally, get some business cards made and 
take them with you. They make networking a lot 
easier and you can use them to enter the various 
prize draws that are usually to be found! You 
never know...

•  Terry Freedman is a freelance edtech writer. 
He publishes the ICT & Computing in Education 
and Digital Education newsletters at www.
ictineducation.org. Terry’s book – How to get the 
most out of education conferences – is now in 
its third edition. To read Terry’s previous SecEd 
articles focused on computing and technology, 
go to http://bit.ly/2NAtSDX

Getting the best out of Bett

‘This year you will  
be able to experience 
being in an immersive 

room without the 
pressures of someone 

trying to sell you 
something

’
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COMMENTARY

I t all started back in the 1980s when 
I had several businesses, all focusing 
on developing technologies to achieve 

efficiencies in the manufacturing industry. 
My software helped people use information 
effectively to make decisions. 

What is interesting to note is that despite 
me moving from manufacturing to the 
education sector 25 years ago, this objective 
remains the same: it is about using the 
technology to help teachers and students use 
information effectively to make decisions.

I have now been immersed in the edtech 
industry since its start in the mid-1990s and 
have seen the incredible pace of its evolution. 
But with reductions in both budgets and 
teachers’ teaching time, I feel the industry is 
moving in the wrong direction.

Most people’s memory of the first 
technology in education was an Amstrad 
computer, gifted by a parent, being wheeled 
from class to class on a trolley, with no-one 
really knowing how to use it.

By the late 1990s we started to see 
significant ring-fenced funding from the 
government for computers in every class. 
Software developers saw the market potential 
and started to create e-learning applications. 

The initial result was that children were 
completely engaged in the learning activities 
– after all, it was new and exciting.

Running in parallel to this advancement 
was another emerging edtech resource: the 
interactive whiteboard.

By 1995 we had installed the first 50 
boards into schools; there are now millions 
in schools across the world and it is a 
technology that most teachers wouldn’t want 
to be without.

And the edtech phenomena continues with 
the arrival of artificial intelligence (AI), 
augmented reality (AR) and robotics.

Sadly, over the past 20 years the edtech 
market has become oversaturated; technology 
is no longer new and exciting for today’s 
students. It is everywhere, in all aspects of 
their lives.

Let me take interactive whiteboards as an 
example. It is a great technology with huge 
potential to support learning, but I have seen 
so many teachers who stand at the front of 
the class, using the full functionality of an 
interactive whiteboard, presenting to 30 
children who are totally disengaged. 

It is no longer simply the technology that 
engages the students, it has to be the teachers 
who have the time to do what they are good 
at – teaching.

And here lies the problem.
As schools move towards becoming 

businesses, senior management teams are 
focused on running “the business” while 
teachers are stifled with data: marking, 
assessment, and reporting, to name just a 
few. They simply don’t have enough time to 
teach.

Despite being 80-years-old, my time in 
education and my appreciation of its current 
failings are driving me to find a way of 
giving teachers the space they need to focus 
on supporting their students.

I would like to see all edtech developers 
paying more consideration to this much 
needed space for teachers, rather than 
continuing to develop technologies that put a 
drain on their time.

Let me explain. There is a difference 
between simply having the technology 
and really embedding it into the teaching 
pedagogy.

Take the potential of interactive 
whiteboards. The teacher should not only be 
standing at the front of the class lecturing 
to the students. Instead, they should be 
displaying an image, video or diagram on 
the screen for the children to interact with; 
in other words, giving them the information 
they need to understand a concept. They 
should be working in groups to find solutions 
to questions; engaging with the learning 
content to make decisions about the best 
approach to a problem.

My belief is that technology is now 
advanced enough to “understand” the 
level of each child’s development. With 
this knowledge it can set questions and 
challenges aligned to their stage of learning. 

In maths, for example the information they 
are given may be a diagram of a triangle with 
the measurements of each side. With this 
displayed information the student should then 
be able to make a decision about the correct 
answer to the question set. If they can’t, the 
technology can offer them advice and another 
challenge. If they can, the software offers 
them a slightly harder task.

I’m sure it’s on the horizon but at the 
moment technology isn’t yet at the stage 
where it can work out why a student got a 
question wrong. 

When technology is designed and applied 
with the teacher’s time in mind, you 
start to see children engaged in the 
learning with teachers having the time 
to move around the class teaching.

Looking forward, I believe that the 
challenge for schools and teachers is to 

differentiate between the resources that look 
great and those that will provide effective 
support and allow them to find the space to 
concentrate on what they do best – nurturing 
learning.

I call on edtech developers to think about 
the direction of the industry. At a time when 
our economic stability is dependent on 
educating today’s students to be independent, 
successful thinkers we need to focus on 
the teaching pedagogy, with technology as 
a facilitator. It comes back to my historic 
objective of giving students the information 
they need to question, interpret and make 
decisions autonomously. 

As I move around the show floor at Bett I 
hope to see more exhibitors valuing teachers’ 
space and offering technology to free them 
up to teach.

 
•  During his time in education, Tony Cann 
founded Promethean and the Institute for 
Effective Education, which currently supports 
the Research Schools Project. His family 
charitable trust – The Bowland Charitable 
Trust – funds a development company 
(Learning by Questions) with the objective of 
achieving better education using technology 
and feedback. His Bett Arena session – 
Evolution in education and technology and 
where to next – will take place at 4:30pm on 
Thursday, January 24. You can visit Learning 
by Questions at Bett on stand F160.

A classroom revolution...
Having led Promethean from its launch in 1995 to its sale in 2015, Tony Cann is now 
approaching 80 and is reflecting on the evolution of technology in the classroom. Ahead of his 
Bett Arena keynote, he recounts the industry’s growth, how it has changed over the years and why 
edtech must stop putting a drain on teachers’ time and instead create the space for them to work

Edtech pioneer: Tony Cann will 
address the Bett Arena
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CPD & SEMINARS

The CPD programme at Bett 
includes a range of smaller 
seminars too. We look here 
at some of the secondary-
specific sessions on offer

Away from the headline speakers in 
the Bett Arena (see pages 6 and 7), 
secondary school visitors to Bett will 

find plenty of interest in the more intimate 
surroundings of the Schools Theatre, Post-16 
Theatre and in the Peer-to-Peer Connect area.

All sessions at Bett are CPD-accredited 
and visitors are advised to arrive in good time 
as places are allocated on a first-come, first-
served basis. Here are some highlights from the 
programme.

Wednesday, January 23
Introducing blended learning experiences 
to core subjects in classrooms: In this 
session, Dr David Porcaro, director of 
education at Alef Education, will discuss 
blended learning experiences, arguing that this 
approach offers more up-to-date, interactive 
and engaging content, data capture at the task 
level that is connected across the curriculum, 
more standardised instruction delivery, and 
improvement of teacher and student technology 
skills. The session includes a case study of Alef 
Education’s implementation of a K12 (primary 
to secondary age) blended learning experience 
in a pilot school in Abu Dhabi (Schools Theatre, 
2:45pm).

Creative problem-solving in action: This 
session will look at the on-going impact of 
global research conducted by Adobe into the 
importance of teaching creative problem-solving 
to better prepare students for the jobs of the 
future. It will focus on educators who used 
the Adobe research findings as inspiration for 
bringing creative problem-solving into their 
classrooms, teaching these critical skills via 
practical applications. Attendees will hear about 
different assignments, creativity in the classroom 
and how educators adapt their teaching style 
to bring creative problem-solving into the 
curriculum. It will be hosted by Ben Forta from 
Adobe and Ted Fox Joyce, head of visual arts at 
Langley Park School for Girls (Schools Theatre, 
4:15pm).

Press play on the future of education: 
Learning through media: Kylie Howard, 
international project manager, Accelerate 
Learning STEMscopes & Omar Said, student 
ambassador and e-learning analyst, University of 
Edinburgh (Schools Theatre, 11am).

Effective admissions: Challenges, 
opportunities and resources: Emily Richards, 
school marketing and research specialist, the 
Stickman Consultancy & Mark Maybury, 
academic product manager, WCBS, (Schools 
Theatre, 2pm).

Thursday, January 24
Teachers as Learners: A little more 
knowledge lights our way: In September 

2018 the Focus Learning Trust took its teachers 
to, what was for some of them, a dark place 
– classroom teaching with technology at the 
heart of self-directed learning. Teachers had to 
become the learners themselves. This session 
looks at how the trust ensures high-quality staff 
collaboration and CPD across its 25 schools 
in UK and Ireland. It will be presented by the 
trust’s assistant headteacher Chloe O’Mara and 
director of digital learning Dee Kerwick-Chrisp 
(Peer-to-Peer Connect Area, 11:15am).

Supporting your students with BBC Bitesize 
and BBC Teach: BBC Bitesize is the most 
popular dedicated education site for students in 
the UK and has supported their curriculum needs 
for 20 years. In this session, Andrew Tomlinson, 
executive producer for BBC Teach, and Matthew 
Burton, headteacher, Thornhill Community 
Academy (of Educating Yorkshire fame) 
will discuss how students can get help with 
homework, revision and learning from their first 
day of school right through to taking exams and 
planning a career (Schools Theatre, 11:45am).

Evolving technologies for the scientists of the 
future: Claire Vyvyan, Dell & Nathan Good, 
Natural History Museum (Schools Theatre, 
10:15am).

Music memory and mobile phones: Carmel 
Bones, author and teacher trainer, George 
Hammond-Hagan, founder, Studytracks, & 
Professor Laura Ferreri, University of Barcelona 
(Schools Theatre, 12:30pm).

It’s all about the apps: Improving student 
experience: Simon Thompson, Cisco Meraki 
(Schools Theatre, 2:45pm).

Effective STEM learning through playful 
hands-on resources: Chris Wilde, head of 
digital technology and computing, Royal 
Grammar School, Newcastle & Maria 
Kouklatzidou, ICT and primary school teacher, 

European School Brussels III (Schools Theatre, 
1:15pm).

Friday, January 25
Making maths count: Challenging 
perceptions to improve life chances: This 
session will tell the story of how Sparx and 
the Ted Wragg Trust are breaking new ground 
by tackling the perennial problem that poor 
numeracy skills continue to create in society and 
industry alike. The talk will discuss the impact 
that a new approach is having on teaching and 
learning, supporting teacher wellbeing and 
improving educational outcomes in schools. The 
journey has spanned seven years of research 
and development into how young people learn 
(Schools Theatre, 10:15am).

Artificial intelligence for real classrooms: 
New devices and applications in education have 
seen significant growth. Virtual and augmented 
reality, digital portfolios, voice assistants, and 
artificial intelligence introduce new dynamics 
in classroom management and technology 
integration. In this session, Rich Henderson, 
director of global education solutions at Lenovo, 
will discuss the impact and future opportunities 
of AI (Schools Theatre, 12:30pm).

Redefining student success through 
STEAM and the element of play: During 
this presentation and Q&A, Shafina Vohra, a 
teacher of psychology at the London Design 
and Engineering UTC, will discuss how she is 
using STEAM learning experiences, including 
LEGO resources and hands-on learning, helping 
students to become 21st century thinkers, 
leaders, change-makers and creative problem-
solvers (Post-16 Theatre, 11am).

Further information
These are just some of the sessions taking place 
in Bett’s smaller theatres and other areas. For a 
full, up-to-date programme, visit www.bettshow.
com/bett-seminar-programme-2019

Secondary CPD
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EXHIBITION

Bett Futures showcases new, 
upcoming and emerging 
edtech companies, offering 
visitors a chance to get 
hands-on with some of the 
solutions of the future

Since being introduced in 2015, Bett 
Futures has become one of the most 
visited spaces of the show. Four years ago, 

Bett Futures featured just 30 companies. In 2019, 
there will be more than double this number.

It offers delegates a sneak peek at the next big 
things in edtech, bringing together some of the 
best start-ups from across the globe.

The exhibitors range in size and are organised 
in three categories. Stage 1 is for first or second 
time exhibitors looking to validate their solution 
or find investment. Stage 2 is for companies that 
have proof of concept and are ready to sell. Stage 
3 is for the slightly more mature companies 
ready to generate real revenues. Below is an 
overview of some of the secondary-relevant 
exhibitors to feature in Bett Futures this year.

Bett Futures: Start-ups
Bonadrone: Provides tools to promote 
STEM including a 3D printed drone and 
educational software that offers projects and 
practical challenges. Related to topics such as 
science, physics, environmental sciences and 
mathematics. Stand FS27.

MathSpire: An interactive, online learning 
platform for helping students to master A level 
maths. Created by Cambridge University 
academics, the platform is designed to suit all 
learning styles. Stand FS70.

Blutick: Their line-by-line feedback system 
assesses learners’ working as they solve 
problems, giving them constructive feedback in 
real-time, enabling students to progress rather 
than simply practise what they know. Stand 
FS44 & FS43.

Edisodes: Film visuals that dramatise and 
analyse English literature texts. Audio and visual 
resources to engage learners, explorable on all 
devices, both inside and outside the classroom. 
Stand FS39.

Task & Time: StudyTask is a web tool for 
educational institutions that measures the study 
load on pupils and coordinates teachers in real 
time to control the quantity and the distribution 
of homework. Stand FS66.

GCM Educational Games: BRICKTENCE 
is a classroom game for secondary teachers and 
students. Teachers can play a group game based 
upon non-fiction texts with their class. There 
is also a web app. Suitable for various reading 
assignments. Stand FS42.

DebateMate: DebateMate Online is a platform 
that gives schools the ability to teach 21st 
century skills to prepare their pupils for the 
changing nature of work. Stand FS56.

Revas: Students manage virtual companies 
to get hands-on business experience and to 
experiment in a risk-free environment. Selected 
industries include travel agency, car garage, IT 
services, beauty salon. Designed for schools to 
teach entrepreneurship, management and related 
skills. Stand F327.

Magpie Education: Offers tech and computing 
curriculum resources aimed at helping learners 
to experience the joy of creating. There is also a 
planning and assessment app to support teachers 
with ensuring curriculum coverage, finding 
resources and sharing best practice. Stand FS36.

Global Trails: Location-based cultural and 
education apps that encourage students to boost 
digital capabilities by learning how to create and 
publish content with a purpose. Stand FS18.

Impact Education Software: An IT solution 
to the burden of SEND administration and 
aimed at facilitating teaching staff and families 
to collaborate and realise the expectations of the 
SEND Code of Practice. Stand FS9.

Succeedu Education: A new online 
subscription-based website that provides 
educational resources designed to help support 
and develop independent learning. Stand FS28.

Enraid: A mobile game which provides students 
who learn English with extra support outside 
the classroom. It features a variety of homework 
tasks. Stand FS21.

mySircles: A new app that does not share parent 
contact details but helps parents to connect. 
Schools can also send out broadcast messages to 
all members. Stand FS34.

Coderz: Gives every student the opportunity 
to program their own virtual robot from their 
browser. Gamified missions help students 
without previous knowledge to get up-to-speed 
with coding and robotics. Stand FS61.

DRONEdays: Brings the technology and 
expertise to your school for children to 
experience coding drones and robots for 
themselves. Uses iPads, the latest apps, mini-
drones and/or LEGO WeDo 2. Stand FS69.

Minushu: A system to create augmented reality 
series involving NUSHU, a news service for 
children that combines comic strips with AR. 
It aims to help develop critical thinking about 
global issues. Stand FS68.

Bett Futures: More established
Artsmiths: Scribeasy is a cloud-based, multi-
sensory learning method that engages students 
with writing, creativity and their community. 
Includes teaching resources, personalised metrics 
and feedback for groups and individual learners. 
Stand G71.

Consequential Robotics: A service robotics 
start-up developing solutions for applications in 
education, therapy and research. Aims to bring 
emotionally engaging and useful robot solutions 
into classrooms. Stand E53.

Kognity: A publisher of intelligent textbooks, 
using interactive content and data generated 
through studying to enhance learning. Students’ 
progress and knowledge is tracked and teachers 
can view stats, send assignments, differentiate 
teaching, and flip the classroom. Stand F72.

Your Favourite Teacher: An online classroom 
for GCSE students, with a focus on Pupil 
Premium students, alternative education and 
targeted intervention groups. Its teachers and 
creatives have made fully animated schemes 
of work filled with videos, podcasts, activities, 
quizzes and suchlike. Stand C48.

Further information
Exhibitor stand numbers were correct at the  
time of going to press. For a full list of the  
600 or so exhibitors at the Bett Show 2019,  
visit www.bettshow.com/bett-suppliers-list
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EXHIBITION

At Bett, the exhibition is the 
main attraction, with around 
600 stands showcasing the 
latest technology, services 
and products. We pick out 
some highlights for you...

New to Bett this year will be the Product 
Trails feature, which visitors can access 
via the Bett app. These will offer you 

bespoke tours of the show floor relating to a 
particular theme, such as reducing workload or 
senior leadership.

Bett 2019 will also see a new 21st Century 
Skills and Knowledge Area within the exhibition 
space, aimed at showcasing solutions to help 
develop the skills that today’s students need to 
thrive in today’s world. It will offer examples of 
schools and colleges that are challenging their 
learners to become entrepreneurs. 

The exhibition will also house a new SEN and 
Neurodiversity Area, again sharing best practice, 
products and solutions for those working in SEN 
education. In all, there are around 600 exhibitors 
at the Bett Show 2019, below are a few selected 
companies. For a full exhibitor list – searchable by 
topic and phase – visit the show website.

Selected exhibitors
EDLounge: Its learning management platforms 
and resources provide excluded children with 
access to the classroom and helps minimise 
teachers’ workload by using qualified instructors to 
manage virtual lessons. Stand D150 & E170.

Rapid Electronics: STEM products including 
robotics, programming, 3D printing, electronics, 
drones and science labware. Airgineers is the 
UK’s first drone racing competition for secondary 
students. Stand D420.

KareerHub: Provides a space where college, 
university and Apprenticeship information is 
structured in real time alongside labour market 
information and intelligence, thus enhancing career 
choices for young people. Stand C121.

GCSEPod: Offers subject knowledge, time-
saving teacher-tools, knowledge boost playlists, 
question banks and more. Stand B114.

Wall Art: Helps to communicate everything that 

is positive about your school by creating areas that 
promote your visions and values, impress visitors 
and inspire learning. Stand C354.

Encyclopaedia Britannica: Last month, 
Encyclopaedia Britannica celebrated its 250th 
anniversary of providing trusted information to 
learners around the globe. Now in a digital format, 
Britannica continues to offer schools an alternative 
to the fake news of the internet generation. Stand 
E91.

Bootcamp Squad: Training children to be 
“powerful ninjas of their own minds and bodies” 
and be the best version of themselves is at the heart 
of Bootcamp Squad. It aims to help build pupils’ 
resilience to cope with challenges to mental health 
and wellbeing. Stand G323.

DFRobot: The Boson Kit is a set of modularised 
electronic building blocks designed specifically 
for key stage 3 STEM educators. It is designed 
to make it easy for teachers to deliver effective 
learning activities in the often intimidating areas of 
computing and robotics. Stand C413.

Showbie: Combines all of the essential tools for 
assignments, feedback and communication in one 
platform and app. Stand C150.

Boclips: Offers educational videos, free from 
commercial content, tagged to standards, and 
rights-cleared, on one platform. Stand E185.

National Centre for Computing Education: 
Run by a consortium made up of STEM Learning, 
Raspberry Pi and BCS, the Chartered Institute for 
IT, the NCCE has designed a package of measures 
to support and improve the provision of computing 
education. Stand F178.

BBC Micro:bit: A pocket-sized device that can 
be programmed using a variety of free coding 
platforms, from simple drag-and-drop blocks to 
full text. Micro:bit Educational Foundation is non-
profit. Stand C420.

National Cyber Security Centre: Supports 
the development of the UK’s next generation 
of cyber professionals with student bursary and 
Apprenticeship schemes and courses for 11 to 
17-year-olds. Stand G370

Learning by Questions: A pedagogy based on 
timely feedback and intervention. Question sets 
are used in class for 10 minutes a day. Incorrect 
answers are followed by feedback. Teachers 
get immediate analysis on where they need to 
intervene. Stand F160.

Bodet: Its Lockdown Alert System allows schools 
to broadcast a lockdown alert via a range of remote 
or local trigger methods. Stand A260.

Qneuro: Neuro-educational software to improve 
student learning. It uses EEG wearable devices that 
detect and process the cognitive load of the learner 
so users experience real-time adjustments to the 
application. Stand E273.

CareMonkey: Automates school processes with 
online parent consent forms and payments, parent-
managed medical data, online staff forms and 
trip approval processes, and an app for staff with 
access to medical and trip data. Stand A54.

BlueSky Education: Supports leaders at a 
strategic level enabling them to aggregate large sets 
of data on performance and development activity 
and to run real-time reports. Stand E43.

Cypher Learning: Showcasing features of its 
NEO LMS platform including adaptive learning 
and micro-learning. Stand F302.

3.14: Kamibot combines papercrafts and robots to 
teach kids coding. The STEAM-based educational 
content changes the way children visualise and 
experience coding. Stand E200.

Immersive VR Education: The ENGAGE VR 
education training platform allows educators and 
trainers to create and share their own content. 
Stand E188.

Engino.net: Classroom solutions for STEM 
education and robotics literacy for all ages. 
Includes hands-on-learning through project-based 
lesson plans. Stand D400.

Further information
Exhibitor stand numbers were correct at the  
time of going to press. For a full list of the  
600 or so exhibitors at the Bett Show 2019,  
visit www.bettshow.com/bett-suppliers-list

Out on the floor…
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What’s on the edtech horizon for 
2019? Many people have made the 
point that making predictions is 

much easier in hindsight. However, nothing 
ventured, nothing gained... 

Rather than simply pluck ideas out of the 
ether, I adopted a two-pronged approach to 
this question. 

First, I made a list of the kind of things I 
imagined would be coming up in the next 
year, based on the reading I’ve done and 
discussions I’ve had. 

Second, I went through the predictions 
made by several others, including the Bett 
community and innovation foundation Nesta 
(other sources of inspiration are given at 
the end of this article), to identify those 
suggestions that have been made more than 
once. The result is what you are about to 
read.

Obviously, we might all be wrong, but at 
least none of us will be alone.

One more thing to note before we get 
started. Although these are listed separately, 
there are clear links between some of them. 
For example, the increased possibilities 
afforded by artificial intelligence (AI) have 
probably helped to raise the awareness of the 
importance of digital literacy.

So without further ado, here are our top 10 
predictions for 2019, in no particular order.

Artificial intelligence
We have not quite reached the stage where 
robots or bots have become a threat to 
teachers’ jobs, and nor, frankly, are we likely 
to. 

However, it may not be too long before AI 
can start to reduce some of the more onerous 

tasks which teachers and others have to 
undertake.

Already in 2018 progress has been made in 
marking essays using AI, and chatbots have 
been used in universities to provide support 
to students. 

Universities are often at the forefront of 
such developments, and once a proof of 
concept has been achieved and a way found 
to make purchase and implementation easier, 
schools are bound to start becoming adopters 
too.

Digital literacy
Given the rather depressing incidents of 
online grooming which continue to be 
featured in the news, and the apparently 
cavalier way in which some large technology 
companies treat its users’ data, it is hardly 
surprising that the calls for more media and 
digital literacy have not abated.

But these days there is an added impetus: 
more and more people are becoming aware of 
the implicit bias in many of the AI algorithms 
that determine such things as success in job 
applications and the identification of crime 
hotspots.

The result is that we are likely to see more 
emphasis on helping students to become more 
savvy in this area of education technology.

GDPR and privacy
With regard to the issue of personal data, 
some people are predicting that companies 
will become even more aware of the need for 
good practice when it comes to collecting and 
using data.

This has already led to some interesting 
discussions about a previously hidden or 

little-known phenomenon, such as that of 
children’s toys collecting user data.

The advent of the GDPR regulations 
means that companies will need to pay much 
greater attention to collecting only the data 
they need, and to be able to explain why they 
need it and what safeguards for the user are 
in place.

Even from a purely curricular point 
of view, discussions about home devices 
such as Alexa are likely to make for some 
lively debates in the secondary computing 
classroom in 2019.

Evidence-based practice
Several writers have mentioned this as a 
development in 2019, partly because of 
funding issues (see below). Indeed, the most 
recent annual Ofsted report, for 2017/2018 
(published December 2018), comments on the 
growing use of an evidence-based approach. 

Chief inspector Amanda Spielman states: 
“I have been struck by how enthusiastically 
teachers, lecturers and social workers are 
discussing and debating how to improve 
their practice on the back of evidence-based 
research, including Ofsted reports and 
surveys.”

In fact, a more accurate description would 
probably be “evidence-informed” rather 
than “evidence-based”. The latter suggests 
that a teacher won’t introduce a new idea, 
application or piece of equipment unless there 
is incontrovertible proof that it works. 

Evidence-informed, on the other hand, 
allows for the teacher’s professional 
judgement having weighed up the evidence 
available. We are probably going to see more 
of this in 2019 and beyond.

Evidence-based purchases
It hardly needs saying that schools are, on the 
whole, strapped for cash. There are two likely 
effects of this going into 2019. 

One is that schools will buy less equipment 
and software. The other is that any purchases 
will be evaluated in the light of whether it 
provides good value for money. If the new 
purchase is not likely to be effective, however 
the school decides to define and measure that 
term, it is not likely to be bought.

In other words, taking the preceding point 
as well, anyone with a bright new idea or 
theory, or a shiny new item of edtech to sell, 
will need to have a very high standard of 
proof.

An interesting development in this regard 
is EDUCATE, already mentioned several 
times in this guide, which seeks to help 
edtech companies carry out proper research 
to make sure that their product and the claims 
they make for it stand up to scrutiny.

AR, VR and blended learning
VR headsets are becoming more sophisticated 
and less expensive. Many people are 
predicting that 2019 will see the blurring 
of the edges between virtual reality and 
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technologies and trends that will emerge and thrive in 2019

Ten edtech trends for 2019
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augmented reality, and a greater tendency to 
integrate these technologies into the general 
framework of the lesson and the classroom. 
Indeed, one “new” development is...

Immersive learning
Immersive learning is the use of a simulated 
environment in which the learner is placed. 
You could say it is like AR and VR on 
steroids.

It is not new, as the inverted commas above 
suggest. However, it is becoming more talked 
about, and there is at least one immersive 
environment exhibitor at Bett in 2019, and a 
so-called “Escape Room” as part of the Bett 
experience.

Makerspaces
Hands-on computing continues apace, with 
a plethora of devices such as the BBC 
Micro:Bit. Some schools have established 
makerspaces, where students can roll their 
sleeves up and use 3D printers and physical 
devices to channel their creativity.

Schools that have considered going down 
this route, but don’t have the resources 
needed, might be able to link up with a local 
library. For a list of libraries and other kinds 
of venue where makerspaces have been 
installed, refer to the DfE Libraries and 
Makerspaces web page.

Project-based learning, challenge-based 
learning and authentic learning
Again, these terms and approaches have 
been around for a while. However, with the 

increasing ubiquity of hands-on computing 
there seems to be a growing awareness of the 
need for “real” experiences. 

Several people are predicting that 2019 
will be the year we see even more of this 
kind of learning in the secondary computing 
curriculum.

Inclusive education as starting point
This has been a long time coming. It makes 
a great deal of sense to create software that 
has the ability to cater for users with special 
needs built in, rather than have it as an after-
thought. Microsoft has already implemented 
the idea, with its dyslexia-friendly 
environment for Office 365. Other companies 
will surely follow.

• Terry Freedman is a freelance edtech 
writer. He publishes the ICT & Computing in 

Education and Digital Education newsletters 
at www.ictineducation.org. To read Terry’s 
previous SecEd articles focused on computing 
and technology, go to http://bit.ly/2NAtSDX
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‘Many people are 
predicting that 2019 
will see the blurring 

of the edges between 
virtual reality and 
augmented reality

’

zz POLICY AND PRACTICE OVERVIEW Keeping pace with trends and 
approaches to online safety; safeguarding duties. John Carr, 
Secretary of the UK Children’s Charities Coalition on Internet Safety

zz DEVELOPING DIGITAL RESILIENCE The role of education, its 
limits, and practical techniques. Jonathan Baggaley, PSHE 
Association

zz INSPECTIONS OF ONLINE SAFETY Implementing effective 
strategies and practice beyond a ‘tick box’ approach. Rebecca 
Avery, The Education People

zz Plus workshops on: 
Tackling Cyberbullying; Developing Critical Thinking Skills; 
Engaging Parents; Understanding Online Grooming; Online Safety 
for Children with SEND; Preventing Radicalisation; Safeguarding 
Under-Fives, Responding to Incidents of Sexting; and Safeguarding 
Young People In Care

Safeguarding Children in the Digital Age

A one-day conference 27th March 2019 
One America Square
17 Crosswall, London EC3N 2LB

For the full programme and to book online go to  
www.safeguardingdigital.co.uk
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Evidence of impact
Quantitative evidence of impact has been the 
holy grail of edtech for some time now and 
education secretary Damian Hinds’ call for 
an edtech revolution has placed even more 
emphasis on the importance of an evidence-
driven approach to product development (this 
is discussed in further detail in other articles 
in this guide, not least on page 25, opposite).

Patrick Hayes, director of the British 
Educational Suppliers’ Association (BESA), 
sees these developments as positive, both for 
schools and for the companies that supply 
them.

He explained: “A key trend is for education 
technology companies to develop much more 
robust evidence (to show) that their products 
have an impact. 

“This goes beyond testimonials from 
schools and is instead based on academic 
quality research that shows that the products 
will help drive up standards in a school 
environment. When engaging with suppliers, 
we encourage schools to ask for the 
evidence.”

This move will help the sector as a whole, 
says Kriss Baird of University College 
London’s EDUCATE initiative: “There is a 
noticeable growth of awareness about what 
good edtech looks like among educators and 
it seems that we are, as a workforce, finally 
getting around some of the challenges that 
previous waves of edtech innovation ushered 

in, such as interactive whiteboards being 
far from ‘smart’ or useful without arduous 
training and on-going support.”

EDUCATE is a project that aims to 
make sure companies put research at the 
heart of their offering from the very outset, 
connecting suppliers with academics to 
ensure their products make a genuine 
difference in the classroom.

Data analysis
Data use and analysis has exploded in recent 
years and according to IT analyst group 
Gartner, augmented data analysis, blended 
digital tools and connected networks will be 
important trends in the coming year. 

Vice-president David Cearley said: “The 
top 10 digital technology trends are all about 
building the intelligent digital mesh.” 

Gartner research cites connected networks 
as a key development, alongside data.

Craig Scott, vice-president of technology 
for ViewSonic agrees. He said: “The 
connectivity of technology is a key driver in 
our product development. Devices such as 
tablets, phones, laptops and interactive tech 
such as interactive whiteboards have great 
potential, but it’s when classrooms can be 
transformed into smart, secure and connected 
spaces that we really see the benefits of 
technology in education. 

“An important factor here though is 
security. Schools need to know that their data 
is protected.”

Artificial intelligence
The development of artificial intelligence 
(AI) solutions are worth keeping a close 
eye on. While even noted technologists are 
wary of AI, moves to harness it to support 
education seem to be inescapably around the 
corner.

Sebastian Thrun, innovator, entrepreneur 
educator and computer scientist, explained: 
“Nobody phrases it this way, but I think 
that AI is almost a humanities discipline. 

It’s really an attempt to understand human 
intelligence and human cognition.”

The brass ring here will be the solution 
that melds data analytics and AI in a way 
that gives teachers the insight and flexibility 
they need to teach effectively, supported by 
clever tech. This is seen as more of a future 
trend by Mr Baird. He said: “Over a longer 
time horizon, AI will drive innovations in 
edtech as it is doing elsewhere. AI will make 
personalised learning a reality, tailoring 
assessment and teacher augmentation 
(not teacher extermination – that is pure 
Hollywood) to the needs of individual 
learners. For teachers, labour intensive tasks 
such as marking should get easier and more 
consistent with AI.”

Social and emotional skills
Social and emotional learning has also been 
identified as a key trend for the years to 
come.

There is a growing recognition of the 
need to give young people the skills to 
thrive in the modern world and to handle the 
pressure of social media and 24/7, online life. 
Certainly with recent NHS statistics showing 
that one in eight young people now have at 
least one mental health disorder – and with 
significant concern about levels of self-harm 
– this must be a priority for us all. 

What role can technology play to help 
tackle these issues, especially those where it 
has played a role in creating the problems in 
the first place, such as social media?

Conclusion
As we continue to develop new approaches to 
better harness data, develop AI and improve 
social and emotional learning, the move 
towards research and evidence-led product 
development could be the game-changer that 
ties all of this together.

 
• Rachel Womack is a director at Mango at 
PLMR.
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It is the question that Bett 
asks every year – what next in 
the worlds of education and 
technology? Rachel Womack 
asks some regular Bett 
attendees for their forecasts...

COMMENTARY

The future is
in the evidence
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After years of stalemate, 
recent announcements from 
Westminster have given the 
edtech community hope. 
Dave Smith looks at the 
current policy landscape

Five years ago, Tom Goldman, the 
then deputy head of standards at the 
Department for Education (DfE), set out 

its expectations around the use of edtech.
“It should be schools and colleges 

themselves that are at the forefront of exploring 
and responding to these opportunities,” he said.

“We should not be expecting that technology 
strategies in education will come from the 
centre.”

While Mr Goldman made it clear that the 
DfE’s position was based on a recognition of 
the need for a bottom-up approach, this stance 
was viewed by many as a little too “hands 
off” and possibly a sign of the DfE’s lack of 
enthusiasm for edtech.

“In recent years there has been neither 
leadership nor coordination,” said Geoff 
Mulgan, from innovation charity Nesta, who 
has warned about the dangers of a policy 
vacuum in this area. 

So, why is there such a resistance to edtech? 
A report by the Organisation of Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 2015 
highlighted a real issue when it comes to the 
use of technology in the classroom – namely 
the perception that edtech could somehow be a 
silver bullet. 

While coverage of the report focused on the 
finding that schools which invested heavily 
in edtech did not necessarily improve pupils’ 
performance, the deeper message was the most 
useful of all. 

The report states: “The conclusion that 
emerges is that schools and education systems 
are, on average, not ready to leverage the 
potential of technology.

“The key elements for success are the 
teachers, school leaders and other decision-
makers who have the vision, and the ability, 
to make the connection between students, 
computers and learning.”

Mr Mulgan agrees and cites the risk of being 
left behind as a country: “A sector that is bound 
to become more important, where the UK has 
comparative advantage and where government 
could be a major player, risks losing out.

“This doesn’t just matter for future growth 
and jobs. It also matters for equity. In the 
absence of public policies, the many tech tools 
providing curriculum content or assessments 
will, like offline tutoring, only be available to 
children with rich parents.”

A sea change?
However, in 2018 we saw the DfE’s interest 

in edtech rise, but there appears to still be 
little enthusiasm for a more centralised 
approach. 

A year ago, the then new education 
secretary Damian Hinds spoke about the 
power of edtech in his opening address at the 
Education World Forum.

He said: “Technology must have a role in 
our sector, as it does in other sectors, to be 
able to ease workload – which is a matter I 
know is of great importance for teachers in 
this country, and quite rightly so.

“And I share their drive to wish to work 
around but also to be able to track and 
monitor the progress of pupils – and where 
there are further opportunities to bring new 
types of content to students and effectively 
introduce them to whole new worlds.”

Although this is nowhere near the ringing 
endorsement of edtech that we received from 
ministers in the 1990s, it was certainly more 
than had been heard from the DfE on the 
matter in quite some time.

Whether this is in part due to recognition 
of the importance of the technology sector in 
the UK as a whole or not is unsure. 

The fact that the rate of growth in the 
UK’s tech industry outstrips that of other EU 
countries has likely helped to shine a light 
on the need for the next generation to be 
skilled in the digital industries for sure. But 
what about recognition of the role that edtech 
can play in schools? That too, it seems, is 
changing. 

In August this year, Mr Hinds called on the 
technology industry to help the sector deliver 
an educational revolution. He challenged 
the edtech industry to work alongside 
educators and schools to develop products 
that can alleviate teacher workloads, reduce 
administration and streamline assessment. 

“I’ve been fortunate enough to see 
technology being used in revolutionary 
ways,” he said. “Students are able to explore 

the rainforest, steer virtual ships or program 
robots from their classroom, while teachers 
are able to access training, share best practice 
with colleagues and update parents on a 
pupil’s progress without being taken away 
from their main focus – teaching.”

So while this is welcome news to edtech 
enthusiasts and innovators, it seems that Mr 
Hinds has largely kept up with the DfE’s 
devolved approach, albeit while advocating 
for a closer relationship between the 
government, education and the technology 
industry. 

“Schools, colleges and universities have 
the power to choose the tech tools which are 
best for them and their budgets. But they 
cannot do this alone. It’s only by forging 
a strong partnership between government, 
technology innovators and the education 
sector that there will be sustainable, focused 
solutions which will ultimately support and 
inspire the learners of today and tomorrow,” 
he added. 

These partnerships are taking root already. 
In recognition of the need for schools to be 
confident in edtech, the sector is moving 
towards a research and evidence-based 
approach to product development and sales. 

This focus on impact, spearheaded by 
BESA and the UCL’s EDUCATE programme 
(see page 4 for more on this), will do much 
to offer schools the real information that 
they need in order to make a fully informed 
decision on edtech.

We will wait to see how Mr Hinds’ 
commitment to edtech develops in 2019. A 
starting point for this will be his speech to 
Bett, which is currently scheduled to last 15 
minutes at 10:45am on January 25. Watch 
that space...

•  Dave Smith is senior inspector and 
computing advisor for Havering Education 
Services.

An education policy update
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BEST PRACTICE

The HundrEd project seeks out effective and scalable 
education initiatives in order to share them more widely. 
Josephine Lister picks out four such global projects

Education is shifting. No longer is it seen 
as a tool to simply impart knowledge. 
It is now a vital source for children to 

learn about every aspect of their lives, from 
career options to how to live healthily and 
everything in-between. As such, it is vital to 
find the examples that show simple solutions 
for how to educate the whole child. 

So here are just a few of the solutions being 
uncovered by the HundrEd initiative, which 
has been set-up with the aim of discovering, 
researching and sharing “impactful and 
scalable” innovations for free.

The Daily Mile
One of the biggest challenges facing children 
today is their mental and physical health. With 
a rise in both childhood obesity and mental 
health disorders in young people, it is important 
for schools today to prioritise these areas that 
tend to fall outside of curricula.

There are plenty of educators already putting 
children’s health at the forefront of their 
education plans. One such example is The 
Daily Mile. Originating in Scotland, The Daily 
Mile encourages students to look after their 
physical and mental health by getting them 
outside and exercising for 15 minutes a day.

By removing the competitive element, 
exercise in The Daily Mile gets every child 
moving. The best thing is, no equipment or 
extra budget is needed so teachers can start 
straight away. 

Children walk, jog or run around the 
playground in their regular school uniforms 
for 15 minutes, giving them a boost both 
physically and mentally. Before kids know it, 
they have run a mile without even being aware 
of it.

Challenge 59
In London, Challenge 59 is improving 
children’s mental and physical health, while 
also improving their academic attainment and 
increasing their love for school, through the 
power of dance and film-making. 

Through Challenge 59, students create 
59-second films that address health concerns 
that are affecting their communities. These 
films are then shared within their communities, 
giving children a voice and connecting them 
with their local communities over shared 
issues.

Creating these films transforms children 
into active, engaged citizens and learners, 
a mutually beneficial positive outcome for 
schools and communities alike. 

The films are co-created between the 
teacher and the students, and have real-world 
consequences. Past films have been shown on 
the BBC and BFI.

Co-creating with their teacher and having 

the films screened outside of school transform 
education into an active, engaging activity.

After Challenge 59 has been in a school, 
teachers have seen an increase in their students’ 
resilience, ability to stay calm and their feeling 
of success. One young girl who had been 
missing school due to body image issues, had 
100 per cent attendance after taking part and 
even went on to teach other children to dance.

It can be difficult to show children the 
meaning of their school work, but through 
initiatives like this, students are able to see how 
their work holds power and is important for the 
real world too – not just their own education.

It is also important for today’s educators 
to recognise that students are learning via 
informal avenues all the time, particularly on 
the internet. The UK education system needs 
to properly accept this, and think of how these 
more flexible ways of learning can enhance a 
child’s experience and learning. 

Cities of Learning
Cities of Learning is an initiative that seeks 
to connect schools with local expertise and 
informal learning opportunities to broaden 
children’s horizons and recognise the learning 
and knowledge they have that may not be 
captured in traditional school settings or 
assessment.

It can be a scary prospect, to loosen the 
traditional education system to allow room 
for more informal learning, particularly at a 
time where teachers are under intense scrutiny. 
That’s where initiatives like Cities of Learning 
can help educators to track the learning that is 
really happening in these instances. 

To make sure the experiential learning 
students engage in through Cities of Learning 
isn’t tokenistic, the platform allows children 

to earn digital badges for their experiences, 
helping teachers to track the real-world learning 
that they are engaged in. Not only does 
real-world learning increase motivation and 
engagement, but it helps children to be exposed 
to different career avenues. 

Rosie Clayton, associate director of Cities 
of Learning RSA, said: “If we are to actively 
address the deepening opportunity, achievement 
and skills inequalities then we need to 
develop new pathways for learning and skills 
development that provide more opportunities 
for ... more people which are more flexible and 
better meet their needs.”

Moreover, this kind of learning can also help 
students’ talents and individual passions to be 
more formally recognised in their education, 
as Ms Clayton explained: “Learners of all ages 
and backgrounds have hidden skills, talents 
and interests that often aren’t recognised by the 
broader education system, and inequality of 
access is a fundamental issue of our time.”

AccessEd
Opening up worlds for children is also the 
work of UK-based AccessEd. One of the 
difficulties schools face today is the staggering 
inequality within UK education. Private school 
students still firmly dominate the intakes of 
highly regarded universities, while children 
from lower socio-economic backgrounds, 
particularly those in state education, still face 
huge barriers.

AccessED connects schools and teachers 
with academics in order to create channels for 
sharing knowledge usually only passed on to 
more privileged children. The programmes 
put into practice by AccessED are designed to 
equip children with the knowledge, skills and 
confidence to progress to these universities. 
AccessED now works with more than 11,000 
students in the UK, and is taking the approach 
around the world.

Conclusion
Providing every child with a quality education 
is difficult in a society that’s built on inequality, 
but through the work of inspiring individuals 
and innovative projects, we can find ways to 
create an educational system that improves the 
educational experience of every child.

These outstanding projects go to show how 
education can become a more holistically 
minded, whole child encompassing experience, 
where every child is motivated to learn, 
has their health prioritised and their unique 
attributes recognised. If we all learnt from 
their examples and did something similar 
in our own schools, we could unlock every 
child’s potential and help the next generation to 
navigate their futures successfully.

 
•  Josephine Lister is editor at HundrED and a 
freelance writer.

Further information
For more information on these specific 
initiatives and others within the HundrEd 
project, visit https://hundred.org/

Innovative education projects

‘The platform  
allows children to 

earn digital badges 
for their experiences, 
helping teachers to 
track the real-world 
learning that they’re 

engaged in

’
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BETT AWARDS

The Bett Awards take place on the evening of January 23, 
showcasing the best in edtech products, solutions and services

While most teachers will not attend the 
Bett Awards, the list of finalists can 
often give you a starter for 10 when 

considering who to visit during your time at the 
show. 

For 2019, 135 companies and other 
organisations have made it to the shortlist, 
with 3P Learning the most successful, being 
shortlisted in five categories.

Now in its 21st year, the Bett Awards celebrate 
creativity and innovation in education technology 
with 21 categories.

Two of these are new for 2019: Collaboration 
with a School and the Impact Award. It means 
that schools and learners are being involved for 
the first time.

 More than 40 judges have completed the 
first round of judging to compose the shortlist 
of finalists who stood out from the hundreds of 
entries. 

Judge Steve Whitley, the founder of EdTech 
Consulting, said: “This year’s entrants include 
many great new technologies that really improve 
the teaching of STEAM education, particularly 
in creative media such as film and music. 
The Impact Award entrants offer proof that 
effective use of suitable edtech can deliver real 
improvements in student learning, with many 
of the entrants using low-cost technologies and 
putting the individual pupil at the centre of their 
own learning experience.”

Below are some selected secondary relevant 
categories from the 2019 Bett Awards shortlist. 
Where relevant, the product is listed followed by 
the company in brackets.

Innovator of the Year: Avantis; Kano; Learning 
by Questions; Lexplore; National Online 
Safety; ONVU Learning; Rocket Fund; Twinkl 
Educational Publishing.

Secondary Content: Mathletics (3P Learning); 
Awecademy (Awecademy); Bedrock Vocabulary 
(Bedrock Learning); CENTURY Tech 
(CENTURY Tech); Explore Geography (London 
Grid for Learning & Inspyro); Mangahigh.com 
(Mangahigh); Robert Heathcote (PG Online); 
Tassomai (Tassomai); thisislanguage.com (This 
Is Language).

Classroom Aids for Learning, Teaching 
and Assessment: KOKORO Lingua (BIG 
BANG GENERATION); eMathsMaster 
(eMathsMaster); imoves (imoves); the Just2easy 
Toolsuite (Just2easy); Learning by Questions 
(Learning by Questions); Musicon (M Sp zoo); 
Charity Wilson (Mappix); LabCamera (Mozaik 
Education).

Whole School Aids for Learning, Teaching 
and Assessment: EDVirtual (EDLounge); 
Educater Assessment (Educater); Assessment 
Lead Programme (Evidence Based Education); 
Gaia’s Primary Computing Framework (Gaia 
Technologies); imoves (imoves); Impero 
Education Pro (Impero Software); Learning 
Ladders (Learning Ladders); EquatIO (Texthelp).

SEN Solutions: DocsPlus (Crick Software); 
Provision Map (Edukey Education); Inclusive 
ClassVR (Inclusive Technology); KAZ’s 
Neurodiverse Typing Tutor (KAZ Type); Mable 
(Mable Therapy); Microsoft Learning Tools 
(Microsoft); Taco Playbits (Robotix Learning 
Solutions); Match & Find (Special iApps); 
ReaderPen (tjscgroup).

Service and Support: 2Simple Software; 
JOSKOS SOLUTIONS; Link2ICT; London 
Connected Learning Centre; PG Online; Satchel; 
Scomis; The CREATE Education Project.

Collaboration with a School: Capita Managed 
IT Solutions; Frog Education; Groupcall; 
Learning by Questions; Mangahigh; MyTutor; 
Optimus Education; Plum Innovations; 
Soundtrap; Whizz Education.

Educational Apps: bulbSchool (bulb Digital 
Portfolios); BIGBOX (Compass Publishing); 
EF Immersion Challenge (Education First); 
ExploreLearning Reflex (ExploreLearning); 
Kaligo (Learn And Go); mozaik3D app (Mozaik 
Education); ReallySchool (NetSupport); Play 
Trinity Rock & Pop (Trinity College London).

Digital Devices: HUE HD Pro classroom camera 
and visualiser (HUE); ClassVR (Avantis); 
Pro Series (Clevertouch); Thinkpad 11e 

(Lenovo); now>press>play (now>press>play); 
ActivPanel (Promethean); Stephen Yao (SMART 
Technologies); ExamReader (tjscgroup); 
ViewSonic (ViewSonic Europe).

Free Digital Content or Open Educational 
Resources: BBC iReporter (BBC); Adobe Spark 
for Education (Edelman); EduKit Insight (EduKit 
Solutions); Managing a sudden death in the 
school community (London Grid for Learning & 
Child Bereavement UK); Mathigon (Mathigon); 
Prowise Presenter (Prowise); RSC Shakesepeare 
Learning Zone (Royal Shakespeare Company); 
Explorify (Wellcome Trust); Active School 
Planner (Youth Sport Trust).

Start-up of the Year: argeX Arastirma ve 
Gelistirme; Astonio; EvidenceB; National 
Education Group; Shenzhen RYZE Tech Co;  
Spelling Shed; Your Favourite Teacher.

Leadership and Management Solutions: 
Inspection Coach (2 Eskimos); National 
Professional Qualification for Executive 
Leadership (Best Practice Network); BlueSky 
(BlueSky Education); SchooliP (Derventio 
Education); School Effectiveness+ 2018 (EES 
for Schools); Groupcall Analytics (Groupcall); 
GovernorHub (Ortoo Technologies); Pupil Asset 
(Pupil Asset); ScholarPack (ScholarPack).

Company of the Year (less than £3m 
turnover): Edukey Education; EZ Education; 
National Education Group; New Era Education; 
PG Online; Soundbite Learning UK; Spongy 
Elephant; Tassomai; Titus Learning.

Company of the Year (more than £3m 
turnover): 3P Learning; bksb; Dataspire 
Solutions; EES for Schools; Impero; InVentry; 
Promethean; tjscgroup.

Impact Award: Abbey Multi Academy 
Trust; Barton Peveril College; Brighton Hill 
Community School; Coleg Sir Gar; Elm Park 
Primary; Forest Gate Community School; Gable 
Hall; Masefield Primary; Middleton Park School; 
Ormiston Primary; Perryfields High; The English 
School.

Further information
For details and a list of finalists across all 21 
categories, visit http://bettawards.com/finalists/
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The Best in Bett 2019 Recognition: Scenes from last year’s 
Bett Awards. Finalists and winners can 
usually expect a much higher footfall 
on their exhibition stands during the 
show



Organised by:

11th National Conference 
The Pupil Premium & Ofsted: 
Ensuring Successful Outcomes
A SecEd & Headteacher Update conference
Friday 29th March 2019 The Gallery, The NEC, Birmingham, B40 1NT

One-day programme
09.00-09.25 Arrival, refreshments and exhibitor viewing

09.25-09.30 Welcome and introduction
Pete Henshaw, Editor SecEd and Headteacher Update

09.30-10.30 KEYNOTE SESSION 1

 CROSS-PHASE: Poverty-proo� ng your school day
Luke Bramhall, School Research & Delivery Lead Children 
North East

10.30-11.30 KEYNOTE SESSION 2

 CROSS-PHASE: Why the Pupil Premium isn’t 
working and what we can do about it
Matt Bromley, Educational Consultation, Bromley Education, 
Yorkshire

11.30-12.00 Refreshments and exhibitor viewing

12.00-12.55 WORKSHOP SESSION 1 (CHOOSE A, B, C, D OR E):

A:  PRIMARY: Strategies, solutions and interventions for 
Pupil Premium students who have multiple issues
Daniel Sobel, Founder, Inclusion Expert

B:  PRIMARY (INFANTS): Hard to reach parents or hard to
reach schools? The role of parental engagement in
closing the gaps
Paul Jordan, Headteacher and Claire Smith, Deputy
Headteacher, Thames View Infants, Barking, East London

C: SECONDARY: A range of transferable Pupil Premium
ideas & interventions
Helen Everitt, Deputy Headteacher and Ryan Sallows, School
Business Manager, Oriel High School, Crawley

D: SECONDARY: Mind the gap: learning strategies for
Pupil Premium students
Sara Trickey, Pupil Premium Lead, St Mary’s High School, 
Hertfordshire

E: PRIMARY: Raising aspirations and boosting literacy
Jo Moody and Liam Muir, Raising Aspirations Lead, Eldon Grove 
Academy, Hartlepool

12.55-13.40 Lunch and exhibitor viewing 

13.40-14.35 WORKSHOP SESSION 2 (CHOOSE A, B, C, D OR E):

A:  PRIMARY: Leadership of the Pupil Premium
Stephen Holden, Headteacher, Tottington Primary School

B:  PRIMARY: A range of speci� c Pupil Premium 
interventions
Helen P Frostick, National Leader of Education & Headteacher,  
St Mary Magdalen’s Catholic Primary School, Richmond, London

C:  CROSS-PHASE: Using cycling to open the door for   
Pupil Premium students
David Buchan, Director, Bike4Health and Sean Harris, Area   
Director, North of England, Ambition School Leadership

D:  SECONDARY: Strategies, solutions and interventions  
for Pupil Premium students who have multiple issues
Daniel Sobel, Founder, Inclusion Expert

E:  CROSS-PHASE: Behaviour, exclusion and the 
Pupil Premium
Steven Baker, Executive Headteacher, Kilgrath School, Gilbrook  
School, Birkenhead

14.35-14.55 Refreshments and exhibitor viewing

14.55-15.50 WORKSHOP SESSION 3 (CHOOSE A, B, C, D OR E):

A: PRIMARY: Knowledge, enrichment and cultural capital 
in the primary school
Dr Paulette Osborne MBE, Headteacher, St Matthews CE Primary 
School, Birmingham

B:  PRIMARY: Pupil Premium Plus: looked after and 
adopted children
Julie Johnson, Square One Attachment

C:  CROSS-PHASE: Pupil Premium culture: policies, 
practice and people
Nicola Marshall, Educator and Founder, Braveheart Education

D: SECONDARY: SEND and the Pupil Premium: busting 
myths and some practical lessons
Garry Freeman, SENCO, Park Lane Academy, Halifax

E:  SECONDARY: High-quality teaching and learning across 
the EBacc subjects
Pete Nicholls, Assistant Headteacher, Wright Robinson College, 
Manchester

15.50 Close of conference

Call +44 (0)207 501 6761 or visit 
www.pupilpremiumconference.com

EARLY BIRD EXPIRES 
31ST JANUARY – BOOK NOW
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